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ABSTRACT 
Let tV be a closed subspace of a Banach space E • This thesis 
clarifies the relationship between approdmative properties of M , 
and intersection properties of balls pertaining to M • It is known 
that if M has the 3-ball property in E , then NI is proxirninal and 
its metric projection admits a continuous selection. Our first result 
is that the sane conclusion holds under a much weaker hypothesis on Ni ' 
which we call the 1-1--ball property. Later we exhibit another property 
of subspaces, called equability, which also ensures the existence of a 
continuous proximity map. Equability is unrelated to the n-ball 
properties, although it too is defined in terms of intersecting balls. 
Lost of chapter one is concerned with studying properties defined 
by intersecting balls. For example, we prove a result which suggests 
that the 2-ball property implies the 3-ball property in complex Banach 
spaces. W  also give an account of the duality between L-summands, and 
subspaces with the n-ball property. 
The second chapter contains examples of subspaces with the 1-1-ball 
property, and of equable subspaces. Most of these examples are in 
spaces of operators or sDaces of continuous functions. This leads us to 
consider subspaces with the n-ball property in Banach algebras. Lastly 
we show that, in C*algebras, Chebyshev subspaces are not uncommon, but 
that Chebyshev subalgebras are very rare. 
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The primary concern of this thesis is best approximation in general 
Banach spaces. Specifically , we are interested in conditions on a 
closed subspace of a Banach space which are sufficient to ensure that 
it be proximinal. ( Throughout , we implicitly assume all normed spaces 
to be complete , and all subspaces to be closed.) Two such conditions 
both defined in terms of intersecting balls , are presented in chapter 
one. Either of these conditions also implies the existence of a 
continuous selection for the metric projection onto the given subspace. 
The first of these properties , which we call the ]4-ball property , 
is a weak version of the n-ball property originally considered by 
Alfsen and Effros [it]. The relationships that exist between the various 
n-ball properties is the subject of much of chapter one. 
In the second chapter , we apply the results of chapter one to 
some concrete examples. Most of these examples are subspaces of spaces 
of operators , or spaces of vector-valued functions. In the case of 
spaces of operators , we are particularly interested in determining 
when the subspace of compact operators is proximin1. For some of 
these examples , previous authors have used ad hoc to establish the 
existence of continuous proximity maps , or simply to establish 
proximinality. Checking that these subspaces satisfy the hypotheses 
given in chapter one provides a uniform , and often easier , method of 
establishing such results. 
Inevitably many of these examples are also subspaces ( or ideals 
or subalgebras ) of Banach algebras. Accordingly , we examine the 
approximative properties of subspaces of Banach algebras - in 
particular , of C*algebras. For example , we show that an infinite 
dimensional , unital C*algebra has no finite dimensional Chebyshev 
subalgebra apart from tuf • On the other hand. , B(N) contains an 
infinite dimensional Hubert subspace with the property that each of 
its subspaces is Chebyshev. Many other C*algebras have such a subspace , 
including 1<('11) if H is separable. It is well known that , for 
a subspace of a Calgebra has the n-ball property iff it is an ideal. 
This makes it natural to investigate the relationship between the 
n-ball property ( n 6 IN U Ii j ) and algebraic structure in subspaces 
of Banach algebras. We continue the investigation of this problem 
begun by Smith and Ward [19] , mostly just tying up a few loose ends. 
An interesting by-.'product of our investigation is an example of a 
strictly convex ,unital Banach algebra. 
The reader is assumed to be familiar with the standard results of 
functional analysis. The remainder of this chapter is devoted to 
supplying additional background. material , in the form of a brief 
self-contained introduction to abstract approximation theory.Including 
this seemed preferable to referring the reader to the thorough but 
voluminous work of Singer [4-6]. 
Also for the reader's convenience , we have included an appendix 
on Banach algebras and C*algebras. This contains a rude introduction 
to the basic theory and a potpourri of results that are needed at some 
stage in chapter two. Only a few sample proofs are included. 
Most of our notation is fairly standard , and a symbol list has 
been included. However , a few remarks might be in order, Throughout , 
and F will be generic symbols for Banach spaces , and I\4  will 
be a closed subspace of 	• Classical Banach spaces such as 
L(#), ç(1'),  C(>() ..., are sufficiently well known to be left 
undefined here. If 	is a sequence space , then 	() denotes the 
Banach space [6( L) 	E , (/tr;) E] , under the obvious norm. 
Note that parentheses denote functions defined on specified, index sets - 
sequences , nets , elements of i(r) and so on. Braces are reserved 
for sets : S=[:xE 5 J. 
The canonical embedding of a Banach space into its second dual , 
or of 	into 	, is denoted A • V[here no confusion will arise , 
we omit this symbol. 
Throughout , the scalars may be real or complex , except where 
explicit mention is made to the contrary. 
0.2 Geometry and Approximation Theory 
For a fixed Banach space E , let i-i(&) denote the family of 
all closed , bounded , convex and non-empty subsets of £ . We turn 
into a metric space by equipping it with the Hausdorff metric , 
14 	 Now let M be a closed 
subspace of 	. The metric projection P 	 defined by 
p()z /1 ()B (a, a'(',t4)). Thus P (Q) is the set of points in M which 
are nearest to a, or the set of best approdmants to ci • If 
for each LIE E, M is said to be proximinal in ET. Then a proximity 
map 	is any ( not necessarily continuous ) selection for P. 
Note that Pax1I=P1ojz whenever 	Al. We say that a selection 
is quasi-additive if 7(7'a+X1L=717'0j4x for every xEEE1Y1 
If r: 	is the quotient map , then 	is contained in 
the closed unit ball of , and contains the open unit ball of , c/ii. 
An elementary argument shows that /'1 is proximinal in E iff 
is closed (i.e. equals the closed unit ball of Elm ). 
An easy compactness argument shows that any reflexive subspace 
is proximinal J. as is any weak* closed subspace of a dual space. 
Following Birlthoff 171 , we say that x is orthogonal to y 
written X.Ly , if //x// 	fIX -1 .4-Y // for all scalars , . This 
relation coincides with the usual orthogonality relation in Hilbert 
spaces. However , in general Banach spaces , it need not even be 
symmetric. It is clear that 06 P ('()K 1lc/(x,t4) <> 	LM 
The set of X E F satisfying these three equivalent conditions is 
known as the metric complement of I'1 J.  and is denoted by 11 . (The 
polar of M , {f 	:/toJ is denoted by 1 0 .) Although closed 
under scalar multiplication , t1 I is not usually convex. 
If 	XE P () , then a - x E ML • Thus 4 M = fz: P( * 0], 
and 	1 is proximinal iff F = 11 4 ML.  
The proximinality of hyperplanes is easier to determine than that 
of arbitrary subspaces. 
LEMMA 0.2.1 Let fEE, llf// 1. Then /J(x)f = d(xkerf) for 
all zE. Hence xLkerf 1ff /f(-)/ fIx/f 
PROOF This follows from the observation thatf&IK is a quotient map.// 
PROPOSITION 0.2.2 If 14 is a hyperplane in F , then the following 
are equivalent. (i) iM is proximinal in E 
(ii) 
(iii)/j = kerf , where fEE attains its norm on 
(iv) There is a linear proximity map 	- M 
PROOF It is clear that (1V)=(1)(j±)(j1j). Suppose that /"/=kerf 
and that I/f/I f (y) = 1 =Y 41 	for some E F. We may define 7C 
by -17%  
With the Hahn-Banach theorem , proposition 0.2.2 shows that every 
Banach space contains a proximinal. hyperplane. Together with James' 
theorem , it shows that every non-reflexive Banach space contains a 
non-proximinal hyperplane. This implies that a Banach space is 
reflexive 1ff every subspace is proximinal. 
If f (ct) has precisely one ( at most one ) member , for each a E 
then /V is said to be a Chebyshev (unicital ) subspace of 	• Jhen '1 
is Chebyshev , there is a unique proximity map 	, and P(X)  
for every a E . Since no confusion will arise , we refer to 71 as 
the metric projection in this case. 
COROLLARY 0.2.3 Let IV? be a Chebyshev hyperplane in 	• Then the 
metric projection 71 :C- ti is linear. 
If t is a proximinal subspace , it is easy to show that there is 
a quasi-additive proximity map 7C: E -tv'. There is clearly also a 
proximity map satisfying 7Z_(M1)= {oJ . in general , a proximity map 
cannot have both these properties. 
PROPOSITIOIT 0.2.4 Suppose that there is a quasi-additive proximity 
map /T:[ 4M such that 	 • Then Al is Chebyshev in 
PROOF Let 	• For any x G P(a) , we have a-x E I, 50 
xtCa -xh= 7C(z+a-x) = 7C ((J,  . Thus P(a) is a singleton.// 
THEOREJJ 0.2.5 A necessary and sufficient condition for M to be 
convex is that F = M 4 M 	be a closed subspace of E , with I 
Chebyshev in 	, and the metric projection 7(: F- t1 linear. 
- 	 I PROOF Sufficiency is clear , since t1 = 7 (0) . Suppose that t'1 
is convex. Then F= /M +ML is certainly a subspace of E . If eM 
and b 	, then 11 /I=d(b,1) = c/(a4,M) 	if a-if 	and 
flail 	II a 4 If - I' II 	2 I/a 4 b If 	• From these inequalities we 
deduce that fr is complete , and hence closed in E . Since /'tiM 	1°] 
we may write F ti 	• The conclusion follows easily.// 
Yv'e must point out that it is unusual for a proximity map to be 
linear. Proposition 0.2.9 exemplifies this. If Q is a projection 
(i.e. an idempotent , bounded linear operator ) of [ onto t1 
then Q is a proximity map iff 1/I— Q II = I . Thus t1 is the 
5 
rane of a linear proximity map 1ff it is the kernel of a contractive 
projection. 
PROPOSITION 0.2.6 If tV is Chebyshev in E , the metric projection 
7fl-/v1 has closed graph. 
PROOF 	If - x and 	7(-(z,) - 9 then 	£ Al 	and 
f/X_i/Ie/Iz,t _7r(z,,a )// 	c/(x,M) - c/(x,ivi) 	. Thus y 	 . // 
Numerous examples show that 27 is not generally continuous. 
TITIEOREH 0.2.7 If fyi is a finite dimensional Chebyshev subspace of 
the metric projection 2T :L-tv1 is continuous. 
PROOF This follows from proposition 0.2.4 and the compactness of M1 , 
via a subsequence argument. // 
It is useful to know that the finite dimensional Chebyshev 
subspaces of c(x) can be completely characterized. 
0.2.8 HPJR'S THEORE [4.6,p.215] 	If 	t"j is an n-dimensional subspace of C(X) 
then the following are equivalent, 
Al is Chebyshev in 
0 is the only function in Al which vanishes at ,2 or more 
points of X 
for any basis /1, , •Jn j of Al , and every set of /2 
distinct points 	x,---.7 E >C , the matrix [J 	6t)] is invertible. 
An immediate consequence of Haar's theorem is that the one 
dimensional subspace of C(X') spanned by a function 	is Chebyshev 
1ff f is invertible in the algebra C(X') . In particular , IKI 
is always a Chebyshev subspace of C(>') , The metric projection is 
seldom linear. 
PROPOSITION 0.2.9 The metric projection ? : COO 	is linear 
iff >( is a singleton or the two point space. 
PROOF Suppose that K has three or more points. Then there are 
points a ) L and disjoint open sets (},V such that 
and. (1 (J V X. By Urysohn' s lemma , there are functions 	E 
satisf3n  
If 	is any real valued function in C 0 , then 
	
+rn)( 	x')) . Thus 7tfl 	 ,but 
Hence /( is not linear. 
The converse is easy. // 
A Banach space is said to be strictly convex if every norm one 
vector is an extreme point of the unit ball. The approximation 
theoretic interest in this concept arises from the following. 
TT-L0REL: 0.2.10 E is strictly convex iff every subspace of 	is un1cital. 
PROOF (ì) Let t1 be a subspace of & , 	and 	€ '7)('Q) 
Then f/a - X /1 = I/a —y Ii = c/(a M) . 	 , then 
fIa— z(x49)// < t /fo.- xft 4 /, #0 -y // = cI('a,M) , which is impossible. 
(<) Suppose x1j/E £ with llL(i—.)9ll 	for O2<I. 
Then if z/i r//J/ 	I 	II. z + 	 for all 	. If t =Ik'(z—_y) 
then 0, x - j € P(z) , so unicitality of N forces 	 . // 
As we remarked earlier , a Banach space is reflexive 1ff every 
subspace is proximinal. Extensions and variations of this , and 
theorem 0.2.10 , can be found in [46]. 
We say that & is uniformly convex if 	- 0 whenever 
and 	),()are sequences in 	such that llx,, +y Ii —> 2 . An 
equivalent condition is that there be a function S :ff?tll?+ ( which 
we call the modulus of convexity ) such that , for every FO, if 
, y 6 	and I — II z 4j /7 < (i), then lix j If < 	. Every 
Hilbert space is uniformly convex , as is L(',) if 1< 7)< 00. 
Obviously uniform convexity implies strict convexity. The converse is 
I 
false. For example , the formula III/ = 	lJi! + 	j 
 jfLJjZ 
defines a strictly convex norm on C([o1 17) , equivalent to the 
7 
original norm. ( Thus every separable Banach space has an equivalent 
strictly convex norm.) According to the next result , this norm cannot 
be uniformly convex. 
TNEORM 0.2.11 [ho] Every uniformly convex Banach space is reflexive. 
It is immediate that every subspace of a uniformly convex space 
is Chebyshev. 
THEOREM 0.2.12 Let E be uniformly convex , Al any subspace . Then 
the metric projection 	[.tv1 is continuous. 
PROOF Let 	. y weak limit point of the sequence 	(7t ()) 
must be a best approximant to s'c • By reflexivity  
and so 	 + 	—(x) -T Z(x_-7C(ic)).. Also , 
(z)/f— 
	
	,4j_> J(x,A)= llx-7r(x)/f. It follows that 
7r(x) 1/ - 2//x-7Yx)//. By uniform convexity , 
r(4 ) -- 0 , whence 27(x) .- 7(c) .// 
The conclusion of theorem 0.2.12 holds under much weaker hypotheses 
than uniform convexity. Indeed J. an examination of the preceding proof 
shows that the following is true. 
PROPOSITION 0.2.13 Let E be a strictly convex , reflexive Banach 
space , with the property that ;- 	whenever z 	and /Jz,H—i1Ii-I/. 
Then every subspace of E is Chebyshev , with continuous metric 
projection. 
Now let S be any bounded subset of 	• The Chebyshev radius 
of S is defined by 4(S 	inf{1 >Q : SB'xrfor some E 
The set of Chebyshev centres of S is Z(S) 	5'B(r(5))J. 
Clearly Z(S) Z(t's) . If 	is non—empty , for every bounded 
Sc. &, then E is said to admit centres. A compactness argument shows 
that every dual space admits centres. Later , we will see that every 
admits centres. It is also known that every L1() admits centres. 
However Garravi [17]  has shown that [fCCf4IJ: 	 = I f)S) 
is a Banach space which does not admit centres. (G-arkavi assumes IK1R , 
although the result is also true for complex scalars.) 
If E is uniformly convex , 7.(5) is always a singleton. This 
uniqueness property follows from a hypothesis much weaker than uniform 
convexity , further details about which may be found in [17]. 
The Chebyshev radius is a continuous function on  
PROPOSITION 0. 2.11 If 5 I E 	then  
PROOF By symmetry , it suffices to show that i(S) ( r(T)+cI11(5T). 
This follows from the observation that If TB(x,4) then 
S 	B ( 	T)). // 
Now let M 	be a subspace of E . Ve define 
c(s) = inf[: 	 for some and ZM (S){x: 
If 	Z,(S) 	Ø for every bounded S then E is said to , admit 
restricted, centres , with respect to NI 	. This generalizes not only 
the concept of Chebyshev centres J.  but also the older concept of best 
approxLmants. Since Z, ({J) = (a) , t4 must be prodminal in 
if 	admits restricted centres with respect to M 
If every element of 	has a unique norm preserving extension 
to an element of E , then I"! is said to have the unique extension 
property in 	. Since 	E PMo  ('F) 1ff 	 is a norm 
preserving extension of 1Crti , the next result is obvious. 
PROPOSITION 0. 2.15 [39] t' has the unique extension property in 
1ff NJ
0 
 is a Chebyshev subspace of E * 
COROLLARY 0.2.16 [39] If Al
C 
 ha the unique extension property in E 
then IVJ is a unicital subspace of 
00 
PROOF hl 	will be unicital in 	, from which the conclusion 
follows easily. // 
Phelps [39,p.252] shov;ed that the converse of corollary (.2.16 is 
false. For a counterexample , we can take 	= C , with 	the one 
dimensional subspace spanned by the sequence 
Lastly we consider some properties which imply the edstence of 
continuous selections. Let )'(, Y be topological spaces and 
/: X _- [ 2:Zis a closed ,non—empty subset of Y J be a set valued. 
map. We say that 	is lower semicontinuous if , for every open 
{ x : 	meets 	j is open. An equivalent condition is that , for 
every closed kY , f  :k() 	is closed. The usefulness of 
this concept to us comes from the following result , known as 
Michael's selection theorem. 
THEOREM 0.2.17 [32,theorem 3.2''] Let >< be paracomnact  
a lower semicontinuous map. Then 'fr admits a continuous selection. 
We remark that the implicit hypothesis that each '7"x) be bounded 
is not necessary in theorem 0.2.17. Indeed , it is simply not assumed 
in [32]. However this hypothesis will be satisfied in every case which 
we consider. 
Recall that 	is a metric space , under the Hausdorff metric 
d, • It is easy to show that Ilk- : X- -/(E) is lower semicontinuous , 
if it is continuous with respect to the metric cJ 
As a special case of 1ichael's selection theorem , we see that if 
the metric projection P : 	 is lower semicontinuous , then 
it admits a continuous selection • Theorem 0.2.20 gives a slight 
improvement of this. 
LEMMA 0.2.18 Suppose that Ni is prodminal in 	, and that the 
metric projection ? E-H(M) is lower semicontinuous. Define 
: £/ 	byY'-(a-4M) = P) — Q • Then Ik is lower semi— 
continuous. 
I0 
PROOF Let K be any closed subset of E . Suppose that 	E F, 
that each 1/1(7n  4 MJ cK and that z 	- 4A1. We must show that 
411)cK. Fix E>Q. Now there exist 	E/VJ such that 
Then 	 = 	-! a 	 L 	-- 1<' 
x + -fj i(K)< E  for all but finitely many fl 
Since P is lower semicontinuous , it follows that 
But 	E was arbitrary , so f (z + M) = P(Y—) —x 	1< 
LEMMA 0. 2.19 Let Y be a closed subset of )< , and let  
and 	: Y'- i-I(') be lower semicontinuous maps with ?-y) 	j) for 
each 	Y. Define 	H(') by 	= '7'x) ( for x Y) and. 
O() ( for _YE Y). Then Y is lower semicontinuous. 
PROOF Let /( be a closed subset of F , let 	t in X , and. 
suppose 	 K for all o< . lie show that 	 K . Passing 
to a subnet , we need only consider two cases. 
Firstly , suppose IX <  E Y for all cK • Then 	as well 
Now 	xj= -('x) 	• Since 	is lower semicontinuous 
Secondly , suppose X 	Y for all 0< . Then 
Since 1,K is lower semicontinuous , we have 'x) 	'7'x1I 	K 
TIOR: 0.2.20 Let WJ be a proximinal subspace of E , with 
lower semicontinuous metric projection 7: L - 14(M) . Let ctf , 
be pairwise independent , modulo ('4 • For each j , choose 	6 
Then there is a continuous, homogeneous , quasi—additive proximity map 
satisfying 71T(a1)x (!çti) 
PROOF Define '1/i : 	- f-I() by i/'1x4 M) = P(x) - • Now 
U,/K(ai) is a closed subset of E/ , and zjj 	(a±M) 
for each 	• Define 	: K- /-/() by 	it1)  
)I1 ). Clearly 	is lower semicontinuous , and. 	c 1I'(x) for any 
x E K. Define >: /'i - N(E) by 7(9c) 	(x) 	( 	K ) and 
('x)= 'x) ( xC/(  ). Lemma 0. 2.19 ensures that 11 is lower 
semicontinuous , and so admits a continuous selection f : E7//I 
Now 	is also homogeneous , so the argument of Kad.ison [32,p.376] 
/2 
shows that 	can be chosen to be homogeneous as well. 
Now 	:r/r - 	satisfies ((M)6 P() —x , J() jC(,% tv1) 
for 	76E, Ac-11c and. also f (Oj 4 M) = ¶j -Qj for each j •Define 
Yr: E -:), NJ by 	=f(Mh X . It remains only to show that 711 
is quasi-additive , and this is easy.// 
The independence assumption in this theorem is essential . If 
-t-  tV\ 	\(b+tv1) then any quasi-additive , homogeneous selection 
must satisfy 2—?i()=a-2b . 
The reader should keep theorem 0.2.20 in mind • In the sequel , 
we will often prove that some particular subspace is proximinal , with 
a lower semicontinuous metric projection . Usually we will not then 
state the conclusion of theorem 0.2.20 in full , but will only refer 
to the existence of a continuous selection. 
Dual to lower semicontinuity is the following concept. Let 
X->(z:z is a closed , non-empty subset of Y J 	be a set 
valued map , as before. We say that 	is upper semicontinuous if , 
for every closed KY , 	' lf() meets 1< } 	is closed 
Equivalently , 	is upper semicontinuous iff 	: c  is 
open , for every open 	. Upper semicontinuity does not ensure 
the existence of a continuous selection ( a counterexample may be 
found in [15] ) but is a useful concept nonetheless. The next result 
gives some routine examples 
PROPOSITIOI: 0. 2.21 (i) Let X and Y be compact , and j/: X'" a 
continuous surjec-Lion . Then the map ff /- 'fr (y) is upper semicontinuous. 
(ii) Let K be a compact subset of E • Then 
the metric projection of 	onto 1< , defined by 1'6(J K1l6c4(1<')), 
is upper semicontinuous. 
Finally , the reader may recall that upper and lower semicontinuity 
CHAPTER 1 
INTERSECTING BALLS AND SUBSPACES 
This chapter begins by introducing the 11-ball property, and 
showing that subspaces with the l--ball property are proximinal. The 
1-1--ball property is a weak version of the n-ball property ('t=  2,3...) 
considered by Alfsen and. Effros [4]. This leads us to consider the 
K-ideals and related concepts introduced in [4] and [21+]. It is known 
[22] that any subspace which is an M-ideal is the range of a continuous 
proximity map. We show that this is also true for a subspace with 
the l--ball property. The class of subspaces with the li-ball  property 
is much broader than the class of K-ideals , so our result has 
wider applicability than that of [22]. 
A substantial part of this chapter is devoted to studying the 
relationships that exist between the various n-ball properties. It is 
not immediate from the definitions that every 11-ideal has the 1-1-ball 
property , so we give a proof of this fact. This proof avoids the 
deep arguments given in [4]. In fact , all of our results are 
independent of [4]. We give a self-contained account of the duality 
theory of 11-ideals , and present evidence which suggests that the 
2-ball property implies the 3-ball property in complex Banach spaces. 
We also solve an outstanding problem of Alfsen and. Effros , by 
showing that an K-ideal need not have the strong 2-ball property. The 
chapter concludes by considering another property which guarantees 
proximinality. This final section is independent of the rest of the 
chapter. 
iq 
1.1 The Vi-ball property and continuous selections 
As always , let /4 be a closed subspace of a Banach space £ 
We will say that t4 has the l---ball property in E if the conditions 
E M , Mn B (o,r) 0 and. ll(L, - a,// < + tj imply that 
After translating and. scaling , it is 
evident that this is equivalent to requiring 
whenever k(ri(ct,'r) ,ø and //a11< 	f 	. Our main result is 
that every subspace with the J4-ball property is proximinal , and that 
its metric projection admits a continuous selection. This subsumes a 
number of earlier results. We also show that if I'j has the l--ball 
property in E , then there is a continuous Hahn-Banach extension 
map 	M - E . Under additional hypotheses , we are able to 
establish the Lipschitz continuity and linearity of certain proximity 
maps and Hahn-Banach extension maps. 
EOREM 1.1.1 If M has the if-ball property in E , then t'l 
is proxiniinal in 	and the metric projection P satisfies 
c44  (P(a), P(b)) 	2 1/ c- - 4>11 for all &, 4' C , 	. Thus 	is lower 
semicontjnuous , and so admits a continuous selection. The Lipschitz 
constant 2 is , in general , the best possible. 
PROOF Let 	 , 	= d(a)t/1) . We inductively construct a 
sequence (x)c:. M satisfying 	 H XrL —1 11 	27L(i) 
and. 	 H 	- all 3 4 2-'L 	(2). 
Obviously X 1 exists. Suppose 	is given , and. satisfies (2). 
Then we have 	Ni , M( (a, 2 1)Ø and i(I/ 	a 	2. 
Since W has the 1-1-ball property , tVt ( 	27L)C) (a,  4  
Any point 	in this intersection will satisfy (i) and (2). 
/5 
The induction completed. , (i) implies that (z,1 ) is Cauchy , and 
hence converges to some XE 	• Then (2) yields II7-- a(I = F. Thus 
Now let jZ, L 6 E with II. - /i < £ • To establish the 
inequality , it suffices to show that , given X 6 P(a) , we can 
find 	E ?() with It 7- —_y II 	. Now X E M , and 
9(b,d(b,f'1))Øby  what we have just shown. Furthermore , 
I/x — cII 4 flc — bl/ = 	+ /Ii-I1I 
d(,t)42//a-L/f < d(M)4 2 
Since Al has the l---b all property , we can find. 	fyi n B (b) J(4 11)) () 17(x, 2 E). 
Clearly 3 	has the required. properties. 
It is immediate that P is continuous with respect to the 
Hausdorff metric. To show that this estimate is sharp , let E be the 
real Banach space 	with IVI the one dimensional subspace spanned 
by (I) ! ) o) . it is elementary to check that Al has the 1k-ball 
property in F . Let a. = (0,0)  3), -i, ( i, - /j 2) and. x = (-3,---3, o). 
Then 	- f ( 	, o) : - / <1 	 and so d(, T'(b)) = 2 . iTow 
x 	P(o) so d,, (7t2J,P(I,)) 	2 . But 	 = 
Before continuing , we need the following result. 
PROPOSITION 1.1.2 [2L,theorems 1.1 and. 1.2] 
Fix 	a, C 	, -f-,•..r 7G • Then 
B (a;, + 0 	for all 	0 	iff 
If i (at) I 	 11 U whenever 	f EM0. 
Fix
ri 
 E 0 • Then 
B(f ,) 	 1ff 
4ll&;I/ whenever 	EM 
L 	
o 
T1[EORE4 1.1.3 Let 	have the 1-1-ball property in E -Then Al 
has the 1-1-ball property in 	, and there is a continuous , 
homogeneous Hahn-Banach extension map r:tY  - ç*• 
PROOF Suppose M n(J) + 0 11/Il 	I . To show that 
fv°r B(I)R(f,-) 	0 it suffices , by proposition 1.1.2(1) , to 
show that I j (Q I 	H ff -I- -T- Il.J1 whenever a. 1 , &2 E and o.-,- a2  
If 	11a 2_1I 	a, 11 then If(a)I 	('r+()IIc& ,ji 	IIo 2 l/44/1ajf. So 
assume that Ila 2jI > I(a1 11 	and fix E>O . Since 
4 a 	E t'1 ri 5'(a, ft1  If - 	) , the 1-f -ball property gives us some 
E M(B(o,llall—ai //)r(a , 11a1 fi4 ). Now fttMI/d(f °) 
/f(a1 /)—f(a—a)/ //// (4/)IIa—aI/ 
-r(1IaII — I101 ii) + (r + I) (iio // -f E) 
Letting E - 0 completes this argument. 
Define Yr: 	 t(f+ri°= f—P 0 f. By 
lemma 0.2.18 and theorem 1.1.1 , 	is lower sernicontinuous , and so 
0 admits a continuous selection 	E /1v --*,> E , Kadisonts argument 
132,P.376] ensures that 	can also be assumed homogeneous. 
Identifying 	 with 	finishes the proof.// 
It is evident from theorem 1.1.1 that the metric projection onto 
a Chebyshev subspace with the l---ball property must be Lipschitz 
continuous. In fact , as we will show , it must be contractive. Let us 
say that Ni is a semi-L-summand in & [24,section 51 if 	is 
proxLminal in 	and If x -y II = I! It 4 I II whenever 	and y 
TITE0RE1 1.1.4 iVI is a semi-L-summand in E iff NI is Chebyshev 
and has the 1-ba1l property in 
PROOF () Suppose a E E and x,y E 7'(oJ. Then X 
and M Hence 
This forces zj , so 	is Chebyshev. Now suppose Ho -fl < .-r4 f 
and 	M r) B (a, ) 0. Then 110 - 7('o- ) If 	c/ (o-, tv\) 	and 
= It CL 
	
- /o 7r(c 	i 4 (Y- f Q —7(o-)1I) . Choose 	fo)1J 
/7 
so that 	l/?r()/( 	I and (I— \ ) f 	1' HO. -(-(°) JI. Since 
(a(a)Ita—  
Thus q 7(a) 6 ,M\ ( 	(q. 1) r(E(a,r). 
() Let 1 	E 	and fix E 	0 • Since t1 has the 
]4—ball property ,   Mn 13(, lIx— —ii +() ( B(y,Iii) Ø. But 
E M and M is Chebyshev , so M n 13 (i 	H) {0f . Thus 
C) CB (x II x-j H - Qy/i -I- fT), and so fi 	ii 	— j II —11311 4 E. Letting 
E -- 0 completes the proof.// 
THEOREM 1.1.5 If 	is a semi-L--summand. in LEE , then 
the metric projection 7r: E -,- t'f\ is a contraction. 
	
*- 	4 
there is a linear Hahn-anach extension map 	:M - £ and a 
linear proximity map 	: 
there is a norm one projection from AT 	onto 1") 
PROOF (i) Fix Q, J G 	and assume without loss of generality that 
I! 	(a) - II 	It () II . Since 	) -( 	and 	) — b E M we 
have 	ii 7((o.) - 	) Il = It 7ZXo) - b II 11 27-X1) - II 
II7r(o)—aI1 4 ri — ii —II7r(f)--JII 	a — LlI 
We have just shown the existence of a Lipschitz continuous 
retraction of 	onto 	with Lipschitz constant I. . The existence 
of 	is given at once by [27,theorem 3(a)]. If  
then P is linear and f/ —Pf 1/ = llJH II 	d(f) f1°)for all IEL. 
The adjoint of T— P 	is a suitable projection.  
If Ni 	has both the ]4-ball  property and the unique extension 
property in , then Mo is a Chebyshev subspace of E7 	with the 
i l- -ball property. Thus A IvltO is a semi-L-summand in 	- When this is 
so , Lima [24,section 6] calls M a semi-;,I-ideal in E • Semi -u-ideals 
and semi-L--summands will be studied in more detail in the next two 
sections, 
T1rEOREL: 1.1.6 Let Ni be a semi4-jc1ea1 in E 
The Hahn-Banach extension map \tr: t1-3 	is uniquely 
determined and. satisfies I1 1/ICI)- V"(3)1I 	211f91( for all fyct1. 
The Lipschitz constant 2 cannot , in general , be decreased.. 
f40  is the range of a norm one projection on 
PROOF 	(i) 	We identify E/ti° with 	• Recall that i° is 
a semi-L-sumrnand. in 	• Let 7( 	_ be the (unique) metric 
projection. It is clear that 	'V : E /t'1 -E must satisfy 
r()C M°) = f - 	Fix 	 _74 M o 6 E 4 A  0 By adding a 
suitable element of M , we may suppose that J- ..L fri . Then 
21/1-311 
2d(f-,M0 ) = 
To show that this estimate is sharp , let £ be the real Banach 
space 	and take t'i 	 : Z494? = 0] 	. Then 
and. f1° II71 . It is easily shown that Mo is a semi-L-summand. In 
EIM 	let 	=(2,2)+1 and 5=(-2,O,-a) +f • Then 
U  - B/f = II (2,z,4) +RI II = I 	. Straightforward checking gives 
71- (0, 2, 2): (1, 1 1) and 7T<12,O,2) = (1 	1) • Thus  
'q) =C-L1-/) and so ll(f) - 
(ii) By theorem 1.1.5 , there is a norm one projection Q : -* 11ocx, 
If J !- j- denotes the canonical embedding of 	into 	, then 
MO 
/ 	whenever fi°. Thus 14 Q 	is a suitable projection. 
12 The weak 2-ball property 
Again , let fyi be a closed subspace of a Banach space 	• We say 
that tV is an L-suinmand ( respectively , an M-summand ) of 	if 
there is a projection Q from E onto /"l such that ll11flhI4//%-Qdll 




an L-summand in g 	then tv is said to be an 1-idea1 in F . Clearly 
every 1--surnmanc1 is an Li-ideal , but there are numerous examples of 
LI-ideals which are not Ml-suinmands. Li-ideals , which were introduced 
in [)f];have  been studied extensively in recent years. klfsen and. 
Effros [)+,corollary 5.61 and. Ando [5,theorem 2.1] independently 
showed that every 1,-ideal is prodminal. Holmes ,Scranton and Ward. 
[22,theorem 2.21 improved this by showing that the metric projection 
onto any LI-ideal admits a continuous selection. 
We say that Al has the n-ball property in F if , given 1t 
closed. balls B( ,) such that fyi 	'ç ) 	0 for each 
rL 
and 	intfl(,'r)/ 0 then fyi 	 Obviously the 
rn-ball property implies the n-ball property , if Pt is greater than 
fl. Alfsen and Effros [4] showed that an 11-ideal has the n-ball 
property for every fl. .and , conversely , that any subspace with the 
3-ball property is already an M-ideal. Thus every 1:-ideal has the 
l---ball property , and [22 theorem 2.2] becomes a corollary of our 
theorem 1.1.1. 
However , the proofs given in [z] lie quite deep. In order to 
make our account self-contained , it would be desirable to have an 
elementary proof that L-ideals have the l-ballproperty. In this 
section we prove the stronger result that every semi-4u-ideal has the 
1-ba1l property. The next section gives an elementary account of the 
duality theory of LI-ideals J.  including the fact that M-ideals have the 
n-ball property for every fl 
Let us say that 	has the weak n-ball property in E if the 
conditions M ( B(4,4) 	for i < a , and •Cl &(a;  
imply that M n n B 	E) 	for every 	. Similarly , we 
say thathas the weak 1-1-ball property in £ if the conditions 
0 and 	 imply that 
Mn 1(q,,ç+ )rB(c,c 4 E) 0 for all E> 0 • A straightforward 
argument shows that the n-ball property implies the weak n-ball 
property , for each IL € N U (i j }. We will see in the next section 
that the weak n-ball property is actually equivalent to the n-ball 
property , at least for fl>/ 3 . We do not know if this remains so 
for 
Minor modifications to the proof of theorem 1.1.1 show that any 
subspace with the weak l--ball property is proximinal. However , lower 
semicontinuity of the metric projection does not seem to follow. 
Before continuing , we give yet more definitions. Let us say 
that A"] has the strong n-ball property in F ( riG Nu [ii3 ) if we 
can take 	0 in the definition of the weak n-ball property. Clearly 
the strong n-ball property implies the n-ball property , for every value 
of fl • In section 1.5 , we show that the converse fails , for every 
value of t 
There are circumstances under which these distinctions vanish. 
Let W 	have the weak n-ball property in n c Nubtl If ,1 is 
reflexive , or if f is a dual space and tVl is a weak* closed. 
subspace , an easy compactness argument shows that Al actually has 
the strong n-ball property in 	• Also , easy calculations show that 
an M-summand has the strong n-ball property , for every ri 
We begin by proving Lima's result [2/+.,theorem 6.10] that having 
the weak 2-ball property is equivalent to being a semi-M-ideal. The 
proof of (iii) => (i) in theorem 1.2.2 is adapted. from Lima's proof. 
TliE0REL 1.2.1 /V1 has the weak 1-1-ball property in E iff /Vj°  has 
the l--ball property in 
PROOF Both implications follow from an argument very similar to 
22. 
that given in the proof of theorem 1.1.3. 
T1E0RL: 1.2.2 The following are equivalent. 
t has the weak 2-ball property in 1-7 
M has the weak 11--bal1 property and the unique extension 
property in LE 
M is a semi-4,!-ideal in 
PROOF (i)_(1i) Obviously the weak 2-ball property implies the 
weak 1 --bal1 property. Let j1 , 	 be norm preserving 
extensions of some 	M 	We may assume that 11/ /1 I • Put 
f —J 	and fix E>O . Then choose 2E1'1 and d E so 
that ff II = //a// = I , f()> I— E and _y(a)>119#- 	. Note that 
E 13 (a 4 x, i)' R'&_x, I) and .± c 6 t'1 r B a i x, 1) . Since 	has 
the weak 2-ball property , we can find 9 t1 n 
Then 11,01  < (a) - E = (J -f ) (a -y) -1- £ 
< (f_f)(—) 4 2f) —2 # 3 
= 
(i4 -F 	4 (E)-23E 
But E was arbitrary , so P 0 • This proves that 	f2 	• 
By theorem 1.2.1 and proposition 0.2.15 , t 0 will be 
Chebyshev and have the 11-ball property in g • By theorem 1.1.4 , t1 
C 
will be a semi-L-summand in E 
Suppose we have tvl (1 ('i7 0 for z=f, 2 	and 
l/a4—all 	 • It follows easily that , for any 
E 	 I f, (a,)  
and 	j 	= 0 	> If(a,)+(()f 	//jJ/ 
Now suppose £ 4/ Lc tV1
0 
. Since 	is prodminal , we can write 
	
( f 	2 ) where 	E M 	and 	M • Note 




€ t 	• Since 	is Chebyshev , we must have 
Hence IJl( 	 4 
ii 4 'r  
, 11/; ii ± 	IIf If 
By proposition 1.1.2 , R(C")-T2 Ø for all FX. 
Before continuing , we need even more definitions. A real Banach 
space F is said to be an order unit space if there is a vector 
ordering on E such that L 	—.x 4, .€J for some € ( known 
as the order unit ). We say that a real Banach space E is a base 
norm space if there is a closed face K of 	such that mt C co (-K(JIç) 
T1-1EOILI 1.2.3 [14.] A real Banach space F is a base norm space 1ff 
is an order unit space. The base K and the order unit 	are 
related by the fact that 	is the support functional for K . Thus 
determines K via K LTrf(j) .9and K determines 
f 
via 
Ellis [14.] actually defines base norm spaces in terms of a vector 
ordering ; it is easy to show that his definition is equivalent to ours. 
Some authors insist that EI = co(-Kuc<) in the definition of a base 
norm space. We will call a Banach space with this property a strong 
base norm space. The relationship between these two definitions seems 
to have been generally ignored. We digress to show that the class of 
strong base norm spaces is strictly contained in the class of base 
norm spaces. The example given below will be used again in sections 
1.5 and 1.6 
PROPOSITION 1.2.4. 	Let E-7  be a real Banach space , IVIj 	a hyperplane 
in 	viith the weak 2-ball property. Then F is a base norm space • As 
the base , we may take 	1< = ( xc E: f () I } , for any f E M 
with I/fl! 	I , or k= 0—'P(a) , for any I2E 	with /f&ff_l 
Z3 
PROOF First let fE P1 , llfI/ .1 . By theorem 1.2.2 , 11°= 9j is 
a one dimensional semi-L-summand in 	• Thus every two dimensional 
subspace of 	containing •J is isometric to 	• The implication 
(6)(3) of [26,theorem4.7] shows that E is an order unit space , 
with order unit 	• Hence E is a base norm space , with base 
K = 
Now choose a EtV' with //04/= 2 , We define /E E 
by 4(x4&) = 	, for xChl, 16 fl . it is easy to see 
that 11cM , 11/11=1 . Thus a suitable choice for the base is 
K = 	 : XEM, 	 4)=//aII= iJ 
= xfr , //of/ = 1  
= _[1: //a-'i=  I] 	c-7)  
EXAMPLE 1.2.5 A base norm space which is not a strong base norm 
space. 
Let 	A be the disc algebra [10,p.6] , L = (z: 
and. 	1'1 	( 	€ A 	x(i) 	0] 	. Then F is a real Banach space 
and Al is a hyperplane in 	F . A result of Hirsberg [20] ( or 
[21j..,theorem 7.6] ) asserts that 	!' is an M -ideal in 	4 • It 
follows from theorem 1.3.4 that tv'j 	has the 2-ball property in 
Hence 	E is a base norm space , with base 1< = 	[ 7c 	%7)=I/x//=1J. 
To show that E is not a strong base norm space , let 
bea conformal mapping of the unit disc A onto 
with 	21(I) = 	. Clearly 	21 E £ 	; we claim that 	x 4 co(k u-ic). 
Suppose that 	t = 	- (, ) for some 	, 6 K 	, L°, I]. 
Evaluating at 	I gives 	= 	. Then z = k (y 4 	(q —a)) , and. 
(y._) E L 	. Now T must contain an are 	T such that 
It follows from 14.3,theorem 11.221 that 	X is an 
extreme point of 	• Thus 	.Z9 = ' 	j-) . Evaluation at 	I 
2' 
leads to the absurdity )' = I = 0 . /1 
LEMIA 1.2.6 Let E be a base norm space with-base K and support 
functional 	• Then 11 = kerj has the 1-ba11 property in E 
If F is a strong base norm space , then Pj has the strong 11--ball 
property in 
PROOF Let aE , Mn(4 -)#Ø, llaII<'r-I . Since 
lies in the open unit ball of 	, we have t = 2 fr -i-  
for, some 	 1< , 	. Then (i'4l)/2-11 = 
Let 	( 	(j - ). Then 	 0 , //,x If 	I 	and. 
J 	— ('f-4f)/ +/((-)(,)/ 	• Thus 
'a 1). 
The second statement follows from an almost identical argument.// 
THEOREM 1.2.7 The weak 2-ball property implies the 1-bal1 property. 
PROOF Let M have the weak 2-ball property in E . By restricting 
scalar multiplication 	, we may suppose that 1K 	ll • Given 
with f' (' E(, ) + 0 an flail <'r I , we must show that 
M 	 . Clearly we may suppose that E 	sp(4uc}J. 
The conclusion now follows from proposition 1.2.4 and. lemma 1.2.6. /1 
Holmes , Scranton and Ward [22,theorem 2.31 showed that an M-ideal 
(Vi cannot be Chebyshev , because P() spans 11 whenever a'4i. 
Their argument used only the fact that 	had the 2-ball, property. 
We show that the conclusion still holds under the ( formally ) weaker 
assumption that M has the weak 2-ball property. 
PROPOSITION 1.2.8 Let YI have the weak 2-ball property in F , and 
let a G E with d(af'1) = 	• Then 	_7(a) contains the 
open unit ball of M • If 	is compact ( respectively , weakly 
compact ) then Al must be finite dimensional ( respectively , reflexive). 
PROOF As before , we may suppose that 1K = tp, 	, and that Al is a 
1 
hyperplane in 	. We may also assume that ctE t1 . Let 
K 	P(a) . By proposition 1.2.4. , co(— K (1 K) 	contains 
the open unit ball of £ . Hence P(& —P(a) 	(kK) M () co(—(vK) 
contains the open unit ball of M 
If ?('c) is ( weakly ) compact , then M.must be(weakly) 
compact. // 
1.3 Duality of Lsummands and the n-ball property 
We include a proof of the fact that being an M-ideal is equivalent 
to having the weak 3-ball property , and some related duality results. 
This section is included for completeness ; the results are not new. 
However , some of the proofs are new. In particular , we make use of 
approximation theoretic techniques wherever possible. The proofs 
presented here are more efficient ( although perhaps less illuminating) 
than those given by Alfsen and Effros [4] and Lima [24.]. In particular, 
the proof of the main duality result , theorem 1.3.4 , requires neither 
the complementary cones of [4] , nor the semi-4,T-ideals of [24.]. We do 
need two preliminary results. 
PROPOSITION 1.3.1 [21f,coroflary 1.3] Fix 	c,,....., on  E F and 
The following two statements are equivalent. 
(i) for all 	E> C , M 	 0 	in 
(ii) M 0° 1Br) 0 	 in E (=1 
PROOF Combine parts (i) and (ii) of proposition 1.1.2.// 
PROPOSITION 1.3.2 [6,p.51] For each r E IN 	, the weak (ti+i) -ball 
property implies the Il. -ball property. 
Given theorem 1.2.7 , we now see that the weak rn-ball property 
implies the n-ball property , whenever 	11 
PROPOSITION 1.3.3 Necessary and sufficient conditions for /V1 to be 
an L-surnmand in E are that M have the 1--ba1l property in E 	, 
with ir AA J 
- 
convex. 
PROOF If M has the 11--ball property , it is proxiininal. If in 
addition 	is convex , theorem 0.2.5 tells us that 	is Chebyshev , 
with linear metric projection. According to theorem 1.1.1+ , WI 	is 
a semi-L-surnmand.. It follows that the metric projection is an L-projection. 
The converse is easy. /1 
THEOREM 1.3.4. The following are equivalent. 
Al is an M-idea]. in E ( i.e.  fyi 0 is an L-summand in E 	). 
/Vj has the n-ball property in 	, for all fl 
M has the weak 3-ball property in 
PROOF (i)(ij) If 	is an L-summand in 	, then fyi 
00 
is  
00 an M-summand in E Hence 11 has the strong n-ball property in & 
It follows from proposition 1.3.1 that Ni has the weak n-ball 
property in E . Since this is true for every fl , proposition 1.3.2 
shows that jV\ has the n-ball property in E 
This is trivial. 
(1i1)(i) Let WI have the weak 3-ball property in E . it follows 
0 
from theorem 1.2.1 that /V\ has the 11-ball property in E . By 
\ proposition 1.3.3 
	
, it suffices to show that ç I IAA I
Q IJ_ 
	is convex. 
So let , ,J J M 0 . we may write 	 3 	*here 
5E y1O 
and f.3 	M 0 	Fix £ >0 . Now //Cfl = /fj'tMf/ so we 
can find 	E t" 	and a c E so that llX /1 f/ct If 	I  
A and JC (y > 1Iffl E • Note that 	, f) and 




I/s/I K 	4 E 	(iJ)(a — !c) -I E 
< 	(~)(—y) - 	 Jf1(x) 	fIfjf 	4 Lo 
= 	 —Y4)— :Ifff/ - 4e 
	
- 
27/If/1 	4E a 	 0 
But E was arbitrary , soyo . Thus J; 4 f2 -J L 	which 
proves that (i'i) 	is convex. // 
Now we can see that the weak n-ball property is equivalent to the 
n-ball property , at least for fl> 3. 
Theorem 1.3.4 Was first proved by Alfsen and Effros [Li-,theorems 
5.8 and 5.91 for real Banach spaces. Lima [22~,theorem 6.91 gave a 
simpler proof , valid for either scalar field , but he worked only 
with the weak n-ball property. Recently Behrends [6] has given another 
account. The easiest proof that M-ideals have the 11-ball property is 
probably given in the preceding proof of theorem 1.3.4. 
Recall from theorem 1.2.2 that /V1 has the weak 2-ball property 
in 2F iff 0 is a semi-L-summand in • The next result [22~3, 
theorem 6.131 shows that the dual result is also true. 
THEOREM 1.3.5 tvl is a semi-L-summand in & 1ff 11 has the 
2-ball property in 
PROOF (z) This follows , mutatis mutandis J. from the proof of 
(iii)—(i) in theorem 1.2.2. 
(=) By theorem 1.2.1 , Ni has the weak 11-ball property in E 
and so is proxtm±nal. Let x5 t'1 ,_Y € t1 	be arbitrary. The Hahn-Banach 
theorem gives us 	and j 6 11 with 11f // = 	 /1111 
and 	(y) 	- Ilj II . By hypothesis , we can find 1)5 pi "n E'('f,t3, i) ('B(f-y, 
Then 1 ) ± ç$_h)(9) I 	U Il 	I9)I , which forces 	 0. 
Hence ,I'lI 4 t 1 	R' i (9) = (P ) ( 9) 	H X lj II 
Thus 11 X -3 H = Itv-II 4 Il1( 	, as required. 
Combining theorem 1.2.2 , corollary 0.2.16 and theorem 1.2.1 we 
0 
see that if t'1 has the 2-ball property in ZE , then iv is 
Chebyshev , and has the weak 1-ba1l property in 	• If we knew the 
weak 1 --ba11 property to be euiva1ent to the l'-ball property , 
theorem 1.1.4 would force Al to be a semi-L-surnand. This would 
constitute an easier proof of theorem 1.3.5. An examination of the 
proof of theorem 1.1.4 actually shows that the following are equivalent 
A' is a semi-L-summand in 
/V1 is Chebyshev , and has the strong 34-ball property in 
t' is unicital , and has the 1-ba11 property in £ 
We have been unable to decide whether the second hypothesis in (iii) 
can be weakened to " IV has the weak 34-ball property ' 
The preceding observation gives us a weak converse to corollary 0.2.16. 
PROPOSITION 1.3.6 if tV is unicitaj. , and has the 1-1-ball property in 
E , then 	has the unique extension property in E 
PROOF Apply theorems 1.2.2 and 1.3.5. // 
The final result of this section [24.,theorem 6.16] establishes the  
complete duality that exists between Y,-ideals and L-summands. 
TEOR 1.3.7 The following are equivalent. 
is an L-summand in E 
has the n-ball property in LT , for all fl. 
M° has the 3-ball property in 
PROOF (±) 	(ii) I"1° will be an M-sum 	in L 
(iii) This is trivial. 
(j) Theorem 1.3.5 shows that !V is a semi -L-summand. in F 
Reasoning analogous to that used in the proof of theorem 1.3.4 shows 
that M I is convex. ( The argument is slightly simpler in this case , 
as we may take E=O . ) Thus the metric projection is linear. 
Again , we remark that the theory would be simpler if we knew 
the weak 34-ball property to imply the 34-ball property. Then we 
could prove the non-trivial part of theorem 1.3.7 in the same manner 
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that e proved theorem 1.3.4. This would not require theorem 1.3.5 , 
thereby avoiding the notion of a semi -?-ideal. 
Defining L-ideals in a manner analogous to the definition of 
M-ideals does not introduce a new concept. For , if M O is an 
in E f then , by theorem 1.3.7 , t1 will be an L-surnnand 
in E . This was first proved by Cunningham , Effros and Roy [ii] , 
who showed that every M-surnrnand in £ I
t 
is weak*  closed. 
1.4 The 2-ball property in complex Banach spaces 
If In> ti , then the weak rn-ball property implies the n-ball 
property. That happens if in < a ? We have just seen that a subspace 
with the weak 3-ball property already. h the n-ball property for 
every fl . In chapter two , we show that K(i) has the strong 
l--ba1l property , but not the weak 2-ball property , in B(I) . This 
loaves one question : does the weak 2-ball property imply the 3-ball 
property ? Equivalently , is every semi-n-ideal already an M-ideal ? 
Alfsen and Effros [4,theorem 5.9] showed that the answer is 'not J.  at 
least when K= ll . By the duality results , it suffices to exhibit a 
serni-L-sujmnand which is not an L-summand. It is not difficult to show 
that /1? 1 always has the l--ball property in C(X) . Since 	is 
Chebyshev , it follows from theorem 1.1.4 that I'1 	is a semi-L-sumniand 
in c(x) . However , if )( has three or more points , the metric 
projection 7 : c(')-* 1J?J is not linear ( proposition 0. 2.9 ) , and 
so 	is not an L-summarid. When X. has exactly three points , we 
have that I? C!)!) 1) 	is a sera-L-suxrjrnand , but not an L-sunimand , 
in J() • Passing to the dual , we see that 	: 494 c = 
has the 2-ball property , but not the 3-ball property , in -411(3) 
This was essentially the example used by Alfzen and Effros. 
If the scalars are complex , the question remains open. We now 
examine that question. For the remainder of this section , we will 
assume that K= C 
Consider the following three assertions. 
Al. Let S be a compact , convex subset of C. Suppose that 
is a disc , for every linear map 	: C1_ C. Then 	- is 
circled , for some j 5 
Let Ni be a subspace of E with the weak 2-ball property. 
Then Al has the 3-ball property in E 
Let ( be any semi-L-summand in E . Then M is an L-summand. 
It follows from the duality results that A2 and A3 are 
equivalent. We show that Al and A2 are equivalent , i.e. either both 
are true or both are false. This reduces the problem to a much simpler one. 
LEI:11k 1.4.1 [2,corollary 6.81 Suppose tV has the strong 2-ball 
property in 	• Then 	ext 	CL lvi 
PROPOSITION 1.4.2 Assume Al • Let E be a three dimensional Banach 
space , Ni a two dimensional subspace with the 2-ball property. Then 
11 is an 11-summand in E 
a 
PROOF Choose Q E L so that t4 = C-e, 1k/I = I , and consider the 
compact , convex set S f x E E .Q(x) = llc1/ 	J . We claim that 
hf 11 	sup 	 for every f E 	• Given 	, there is an 
E ext 	such that f(x) . By the lemma , X M. Thus 
f/yll = I for some 	£ M 	But ['1° = C- , so q=l-e for 
some 	T • Then 	S , so (ff11 =lf)( 	sup 	(ff11, 
Next we show that f (S 	is a disc , for every f E &. Fix 
and let .1) be the(unique ) smallest disc containing f(s) .By 
translating and scaling , we may suppose that 1) is the unit disc. We 
must show that f(s) = D . Clearly f(s) D (, //J— 4/) for all 
. 	C. By definition of D , we have /1 f-2/I I , for all 
Hence f -L C- 	. But 	is a seIi-L-sununand in 	So 
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L1 c+2.i/ = Ili-i-I/ = ? for all 	E T. Given ) c T , there is an 
Ix ES with IJ(x)+ 2/ = 2 . Since Jf('I 	I , we have 
This proves that 1 	(s'). Since f(s) is convex, J('S)D. 
Now 	S 	'(I) and Ni = ker e 	• Thus S is two 
dimensional , and parallel to fv'/ • It follows from Al that M. S'- 0  
is absolutely convex , for some xO  6 S . ( In due course , we will 
see that /1 =M1 . ) Put U = Imo m A10 <1 	 We 
note that In E t40 = 	I' E M0  
+piff- I 	.If mEAl0  and.O?1, 
then hi + 	= 	(I4)(ri4x0 ) -t 	 6 Lj. Since 
is circled , it follows that LI c L1. 
Now fix f 	 , and choose X6 L so that  
If 142 	is the best approximant to 	from C'-e , then 	and 
re(&)() 	re(_9)(x) 	) =/lf/• 
This forces 	= ll,-Q-ll—/,'If 	, so 	sgn,•X6S. But 
S=M,,4x O gU , and. U is circled , so r EU . Then 
	
= f(x)sup re f(u) 	if/I. 
Since 	 dense in 	, it follows that lldI/ sup re f((J) 
for all f 19&. By the Hahn-Banach theorem U = £ • Hence 
I!rn.+)x0li 	I if f 1/rn ii < I and. 12J < I , and. so ( for 	 (IT ) 
11rr+t0 Il = max flirnii,ltij . This proves that M is an 11-summand. 
COROLLARY 1,4.3 If Al , then the following are true. 
If 	dim E3, and WI is a one dimensional semi-L-suminand in 
then Al is an L-summand. in 
If NJ is a one dimensional semi-L-surnmand in 	, then Ni is 
an L-suininand. in E 
If 	is a semi-4,1-ideal and a hyperplane in E , then Ni is 
an LI-ideal in 
PROOF (i) If dim 	= 3 , then /1 U has the 2-ball property in 
and so is an M-suinmand by proposition 1.4.2. If 	dim 	
J. 
the 
result follows from corollary 0.2.3. If dim 	< 2 , then  
Let 27: &—tj be the metric projection , and let 	x,y6E. 
Put F - sp (tiU(z,y)) . Then dim FK,3and fV is a 
semi-L-summand in F • By (i) , 't F is linear. In particular , 
7) 44). This proves that ? is linear. 
tj is a one dimensional semi-L-summand , hence an L-suinmand..// 
TIIEOREM 1.4.4 Assume Al • Then the following are equivalent. 
.(i) fyi is an M-ideal in E 
has the n-ball property in E , for all a 
/v' has the weak 2-ballproperty in 
PROOF It is clear that ()(11)—(1j1) So assume (i) holds. As 
in theorem 1.3.4 , we need only show that (1v10)i is convex. So let 





Fix E >0 . As before , we find. 	2Z11 ,X,X3, a 	E with 
a 	 and 	MB(4,1) . Put F= sp(U), 
Certainly Al has the weak 2-ball property in F. But M is a 
hypexplane in F . By corollary 1.4.3 , Al has the weak 3-ball 
property in F. Thus we can find 	6 t1 n fl(a41,1-J-E). The 
calculations of theorem 1.3.4 now show that I/B//< 44/If/)E. Hence=O 
and 	4 f=f-f3 i M'. This shows that (t1 	is convex. 1/ 
TiiEORl 1.4.5 The statements Al , A2 and A3 are equivalent. 
PROOF That AlA2 is given by theorem 1.4.4. Combining theorems 
1.3.5 and 1.3.7 shows that A2 -=A3 . Now assume A3 , and let S 
be a compact , convex subset of C 2  such that (o )S={ 	:01y)S'] 
is a disc , for all oj3 cL'. By translating 	
J. 
we may 
suppose that (o) /)S and (71o)S are both discs centred at the 
3I 
origin. To establish Al , we must show that S is circled. 
If (o((3) S is a singleton , for some (o(,() 4 (ü,o) , then S 
is contained in a one dimensional affine subspace of 0 • In this 
case , the conclusion follows readily. 
	
So we assume that 	 unless 	= 0 . Equip 
= C 
3 
 with the norm 	 = max(( 1 )S4?l and put 
It is easy to show that d((01,(3) )1)9 M) = 	(D(, S)= 	c')S4 7), 
and so 	'Y) E 	iff the disc (o<) ) 5 	has its centre 
at the origin. From this we deduce that llx +y II ///f -i-I/gil whenever 
zM and gE M 	Thus f is a semi-L-summand in 	. By A3 , Al 
is an L-suininand in 	, so M I is convex. But t1 contains 	1, 0, 
and. CO) /, C) 	• Hence (,Y)/3, (D) 6 
m , whence (oç16) S is centred 
at the origin for all a< and 
r
3 . Equivalently , f (S) is circled 
for every linear map 	: 	7 . By the separation theorem , S 
must be circled.  
It may be observed that none of the proofs in this section make 
essential use of the assumption that //ç'  = aT . Thus , when 
it is also true that Al , A2 and A3 are equivalent.(For 'disc" 
read "interval" , and. for "circled" read "balanced". ) Now Al is 
clearly false when 	= 17 ; if S is a triangle , we have a 
counterexample. If we then perform the construction given in the proof 
of theorem 1.4.5 , we find, that E is linearly isometric to 	(3) , 
with Ni corresponding to the subspace spanned by (iI I I) • Again 
we are brought back to the example first produced in 141. 
Finally , we remark that a serni-L-sunirnand which is not an L-summand 
need not be one dimensional. For if tv1 is a semi-L-summand in E , and 
E OF denotes an L-sum , then tv') G F is a semi-L--summand in E€)F. 
1.5 The strong n-ball property 
Here we show that the strong n-ball property is strictly stronger 
than the n-ball property , for every value of t 	N u[ j. We do this 
with a single example , of anL-ideal which fails the strong l---ball 
property. 
Alfsen and Effros [4.,p.126] showed that an M-ideal need not have 
the strong 3-ball property , and they asked [4.,p.170] if every !-ideal 
had the strong 2-ball property. After settling this problem in the 
negative , we show that an earlier example [2,p.+0] is incorrect.Then 
we exhibit some other interesting examples of ?-ideals without the 
strong 2-ball property. 
EXAJLE 1.5.1 An M-ideal without the strong 1-1-ball property. 
Let q be the disc algebra , 	(X E 	 0]? . Recall 
from example 1.2.5 that 	is an 1-ideal in 	• Also recall from 
1.2.5 that there is an 	- ext 	with X(/)= 	Put a. = 
and consider the balls B(0, .1) 	and. B (a, 1) . Clearly 
.1 6 /v'J n 73(o .1) and B (o, 1) r E (a., .1) 	{ j. But X 	A/} 
so M does not have the strong 11--ball property in q 
We note that the purported example of an M-ideal without the 
strong 2-ball property given by Lima [21f,p.0] is incorrect. Let 
be an orthonormal basis for a complex Hilbert space H . Let E be 
the real Banach space of all self-adjoint linear operators on 	, 
and let NJ be the subspace of compact operators. Then IV) is an 
M-ideal in 	( theorem 2.2.2 or [)-,p.loOJ ). If k,  E Al 	and. Ik// 1, 
it is obvious that the three sets !V7 	 ) and 	 -) 
intersect pairwise. Let 	be defined. by I 	= '  
and 4 - 
3 
Then EM and /14/f = I . Lima [24,p.111 claims that 
0 . However , let us define an 
operator a.. on 14 by 	a , a 	=0  , a 	= ' (3 
4-4(4 4),  
and , for t 	Zj. , afl_, 	fl Z 	 = 	 Then 
Now we look at some more examples of M-ideals without the strong 
2-ball property. 
T1OR 1.5.2 (i) 	() is always an Y,-ideal in  
(ii) If E is strictly convex , but not uniformly 
convex , then c0() does not have the strong 2-hall property in  
PROOF (i) By theorem 1.3.4 , we need only show that c0 (E) has the 
weak 3-ball property in f (&) . Note that if X 	(x (n)) 	E 
and C,, On B(xi) 	then 	limsup IIx(rt) II 
Now suppose that c (J ci B( 	 ( i / ,z,3 ) and that 
3 
x E .f) E(ç/rj. Fix E>O . Then there is an /\/ such that 
Ii('-)ll ç 	4 	for 	7 	,2,3 and fl) 1'] . If 	1(h.)= x() 
for ti'(W and _y(n) -0 for n>,W then 
(ii) By hypothesis , there are 	fn 	C J with 
J/ f, +_'Ii - 2 , but j 	7L 0 . Then E,.L —  I— 1h4,t ll>0. 
Put Xtz = 	
rn 
and = -(I- E, 	. Then X= () and 
= (y,) belong to ./ () . Clearly 	C Co() 	1) and 
	
- g ) E c0 (&) () B(y,i). Since fiXa -_i II 2 for all tZ 	it 
follows from the strict convexity of E that 
-a where 	 . But ç4)z 6- F, 	_L050  
Vie note that c0 () does have the strong l--ball property in 
Suppose a=(a)EI(), I1&I(ç+i and 
Then 1fI(41 	for each a , and 	iimsuplla rL I('r. For each 
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RE/1\f ,put 	 if Uhir ,and•a =(/ 	I,)rz. 
if //a/f>'r . Then /Ixj/ 	maxlo, /Ia,H—'r) 	and /Ixiii. 
Thus X = ()(-,j E 
COROLLARY 1.5.3 For any Banach space 	is an ?.I-ideal 
in 'R(&, Co) ( and has the strong 1-ba1l property ). 
PROOF This follows from the natural identifications K(E,, c) = Co (E 
and 	1('E1 c 	J C— )~ (E 	 0.// 
If E t is strictly convex and f, , 	6 	from the previous 
proof can be chosen so that 	 --.O , then K(&, c0) will not 
have the strong 2-ball property in 8(& c0) . This is often the case. 
THORJI 1.5.4 Let E be any separable , infinite dimensional Banach 
space. Then F can be renormed. so  that IK(",cQ ) does not have the 
strong 2-ball property in 
PROOF According to [36] , there are bounded sequences () C E and. 
(c) 	such that h; j) 	and 	sp 	rL :lEINj is 
dense in 	. We may suppose that 	ll ii = .1 for all f7 . Define 
a new norm , il/ f/I , on 	by 
III 	III 
= f 	4 1f&) 	max 1I/// , sp(Ii +Lf(in4) 
Then fif. //( is weajc* lower semicontinuous , and so arises from an 
ecuivalent norm on E • The first term in the expression above 
ensures that /11 (It 	is strictly convex. Now  
III 	±,lit 	2 and hft 	. So we may take 	r14 2 
and proceed as in theorem 1.5.2. 
If E is separable but not reflexive , there is a simpler proof 
of theorem 1.5.1~. Suppose 	is strictly convex , and choose 	6 E 
with lll 1, 0(JfoJ. By G-oldstine's theorem , there is a net (/) C 
	
such that h 	 and II hl1= I • Note that I 	( in E 	). 
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1017 	+ 	a 	, so Il 	II > 2 	• Clearly (h ) 
is not a Cauchy net , so there is an E > C such that 
(V 	) ( /2, '> c) H kp I,ii > E. Put / 	Ii 	and J., 	Then 
(J) and 	are nets with the properties required in the 
preceding proof. Since the unit ball of 	is weak* metrizab].e , we 
can easily extract sequences with the desired prorerties. 
1.6 Extreme points of the unit ball 
We have seen (lemma 1.4.1 ) that if F contains a subspace M 
with the strong 2-ball property , then the extreme points of 	are 
confined to lying in Ni L • Here we consider related problems which 
involve the J4-ball properties. These results will be useful later , 
when we attempt to classify subspaces with the 11--ball property in 
specific Banach spaces. 
A norm one vector z G E is said to be a point of local uniform 
convexity if _yrL - 	c whenever (y,) and () are sequences in 
such that 	+ - ?x. It is clear that every point of local 
uniform convexity is an extreme point of Lf . Various examples show 
that the converse is false. One such example is given by 1.6.5. If 
every norm one vector is a point of local uniform convexity , then E 
is said to be midpoint locally uniformly convex. 
PROPOSITION 1.6.1 Suppose that 1v7  has the 1--ba1l property in & , 
and. that Z E 	is a point of local uniform convexity. Then 	IV\ U 
PROOF Suppose that 	• If S 	 then 	I . Put 
= 	. Then 	) 	I. For each 	, the 1-ball 
property gives us some 	Mr B(o, I)r 	( 	4- 	Put 
Then 	 • If 	we 
have (I- 29) 9, 42 S,7  E Fj 	and 	( - 	 42) = 	- 
Since X is a point of local uniform convexity , 	 . If 
then (2-2Y) ~ (ES- 	and (4 (2.-2)y + 
It follows that 	-z , and. thus 	— (ti—i+)n 
In either case , we have x <—_y, EA' . Hence r C 
COROLLARY 1.6.2 Let q be a unital Banach algebra , tV a subspace 
of iq with the ]4-ball property. Then I C tv (1M 
PROOF A result of Lumer [90theorem 4.5] asserts that I is a point 
of local uniform convexity. // 
A similar , and slightly simpler , argument establishes the 
next result. 
PROPOSITION 1.6.3 Suppose that N\ has the strong 11-ba11 property 
in 	. Then 	ext 
It is immediate from theorem 1.6.1 that a midpoint locally 
uniformly convex Banach space has no non-trivial subspace with the 
1-all property. Independent reasoning yields the following stronger 
result. 
PROPOSITION 1.6.4 If 	is strictly convex , then no non-trivial 
subspace of & has the 11--bal1 property. 
PROOF Let t'\ be a non-trivial subspace of E . If Al 	{oJ then 
is not proximinal , and. theorem 1.1.1 gives the result. Otherwise , 
choose 9€ M and j C M 	with fl7-// rIjj/I I and consider the 
balls 	( 1 //L-yff) and. 	(q,I) . n 	f/x-yf/< 2 and 
by strict convexity. But 0 T 	iIIx-y1/J and so 
Alternatively , we could simply have observed that a strictly 
convex Banach space contains no non-trivial semi-L-summands. 
It is natural to ask if 	ext CtV1L/Mwhenever W has the 
1-1--ball property in £ . If so , this would simultaneously generalize 
propositions 1.6.1 and 1.6.3. Our favourite example shows that this is 
not the case. 
EXAJLE 1.6.5 An M-ideal N\ in a Banach space 	, for which 
ext 	t1utV. 
Again , let 	be the disc algebra 
, 	= 
[-x 0~ : 	= oJ 
Then fyi is an M-ideal in Iq • Recall from example 1.2.5 that there 
is an X 	ext A 	with 	(i) 	. Then 	(x,)I(1)I 	fix/I, 
so x . Clearly 	either. 
Examples 1.2.5 and. 1.5.1 could have been deduced from this 
example. Proposition 1.6.3 and example 1.6.5 together show that an 
M-4-deal need not have the strong i-ball property. This was precisely 
the content of example 1.5.1. This, combined with lemma 1.2.6 and a 
standard argument , shows that a base norm space need not be a strong 
base norm space. This was the content of example 1.2.5. 
In view of proposition 1.6.1 , examrle 1.6.5 gives us a concrete 
example of an extreme point which is not a point of local uniform 
convexity. 
Lastly , we prove the unsurprising result that no Banach space 
can have too many subspaces with the 1-ball property. 
PROPOSITION L6.6 Suppose Fhas dimension greater than one. Then E 
contains a hyperplane F , and a one dimensional subspace IK% 
such that NI fails the weak 1-ba11 property whenever 
PROOF Choose any 
3 E ext 	• Then choose 	so that 
and 	are linearly independent, and fIj —311 3#<l . Put F - kerjO 
and choose 71 E F with 	c) -O 
4/ 
If lKx c Mc 	then } 	, but q M° ( since 'LX 6 	). 
Furthernore I/j-/il K //ll , so 3 It (fv10) 	. By proposition 
1.6.3 , MO does not have the strong 1-1-ball property in 	• It 
follows from theorem 1.2.1 that M does not have the weak 11-ba11 
property in 	• // 
1.7 Equable Subspaces 
In this section , which is independent of the rest of this chapter 
we consider another property of subspaces which ensures proximinality , 
and lower semicontinuity of the metric projection. Results of a 
similar nature have been obtained independently by Mach [29,30]. 
Accordingly , this section should be regarded as a synthesis of parts 
of [29] and [30] , and of this writer's earlier work. 
Let us say that Ni is an equable subspace of E if , for every 
E 	, there is a 	> 0 and a map ff: [v 	Msuch that , for 
every 
	
	 Eand 	l)(x) l4 )(Vf(x),/). 
Here E()cienotes a closed ball in F , of course. We refer to the map 
as the modulus of equability of M in E , and to the maps IE 
as the equability maps. We may ( and do , at times ) assume that 9,(E),< I 
for all E • We are also at liberty to assume that 	E) -0 as 
E - 0 ; however this actually follows from the definition. If this 
were not so , then 	could be chosen uniformly with respect 
to E • Then the conditions 	'/1, (ç1 -_- 	x. 	and 
(o1l)n(j4 )CZ E('(x),1) imply that 
B(o)r E( 14T) cE B( I) for all 'x M. But if I%/1 
4? 
then — Ex B(o.,/)r'B(x, ,-i)\B(x,l) 
We may also suppose that 	() is a monotonic function. 
If each equability map YfE is continuous , then we say that M 
is a very equable subspace of & . These two properties are , 
formally at least , weaker then the properties P, and PZ  considered. 
by Mach. This renders these results formally stronger than those in [30]. 
If E is an ( a very ) equable subspace of 	, we simply say 
that E is an ( a very ) equable Banach space. 
The concept underlying these definitions can be found , although 
not explicitly , in the work of several authors [16,31,34]. 
PROPOSITION 1.7.1 If M is an equable subspace of E , then E 
admits restricted centres , with respect to Al . In fact , if S is 
a bounded subset of 	with restricted Chebyshev radius 	M (S') , 
M and 5' C B (;,(14 ())R) ( where(-) <I is the 
modulus of equability ) then we can find 9C E7(.S)with I/x—//. 
PROOF Let 	be the equability maps. Put E = E/2T5 
Inductively we construct a sequence (it,)C Ml 	with If xIt — x_,i< 2 
rL 
FJ 
and Sc 	 . When Pi = 0 , there is nothing to do. 
Suppose that a suitable X has been found. Then S 	B (-x1 (14  S114- ,)R) 





then B ((, 	'1) 	B 	 i) 
and
- 	t14 III 
14 F •  Then j - (' 	, ).2 141 
and. S 	B(z , (' 	,)R)flB(z,(/)1R) 	 ,(14 
as required. 
Clearly (,ç) is a Cauchy sequence , whose limit 	must 
satisfy 	 and f(a—II 	for every 0€ S •// 
- 	 43 
TliEOR 	1.7.2 If is an equable subspace of E then M is 
proxiniinal in E , and the metric projection ?: E- 14 (M) is 
continuous with respect to the Hausd.orff metric. 
PROOF We assume that 	'.) , the modulus of equability , is monotonic. 
Pro,iminality follows from proposition 1.7.1. For a, ,0 2 0 and t 
let 	 ) 	- mm 	c/(12' M) g ( /J(apM) . We show that 
j 12  
M, Ii—LI< (a, b, 	=d (P(0,T4)c. By symmetry 
it suffices to show that , given X E NO-) , there is a 	E 
with U%—ii. E • So fix '7c 	 • Then 




Proposition 1.7.1 , with S fbJ , now gives us a point J E 
E 
Now put S1 (&, E) 	
d M) 	
for n a,  M 
(a)  E) = 	F/2_ for 0.. E M . Then , for any 
l(< S, '  FE ) 
In some cases , theorem 1.7.2 is no improvement on theorem 1.1.1. 
PROPOSITION 1.7.3 	Let t1 	be an equable subspace of with , 
modulus of equability 9W = E • Then M has the strong 12!--ball 
property in E. 
PROOF 	Suppose that we are given U. E £ 	with !J.!/ , E 	and .14 
P4 (' B (a, I). The result follows if we can show that 
- yi. (x.) 	P4 	B (0) £) (") 	'(o.) 1). Clearly 9 	rE. (x) tvl (I R (0, ,)• 
Since X& G Bc0,I)B(x)14E) 	B(ôc,D, the proof is 
complete .// 
In general , equability and the 11-ball property are distinct. 
Obviously any Banach space has the 11--ball property in itself. Recall 
44 
from p.9 that the Banach space 	(J C cr-i1ij 	= 
does not admit centres. By proposition 1.7.1 , 	cannot be equable. 
We digress to give a constructive proof of this fact. For each 
we construct a function 	6 E such that t/z Ii 	and 
E(c, l)rE(z, ' .iST) 	E'( I) 	=0 . It follows that there is no 
equability map on E , for E = 3/4 
So fix E , and let ( =X 	be the odd piecewise linear 
function determined by the conditions x(') i — 	,) = ,(i)=-g 
It is easily checked that X e E and llz.11 	t 	 . Now 
assume that (c,i)rx /4g,)cy) /). Let 	be the even piecewise 
linear function determined by J (o) = 	1. , Z (O,(z)(f) I. 
Further , let 1J be the piecewise linear function determined by the 
conditions 	r(-_i) 	/ , 	(-Z)L4(-) -(, g) 	(ZSi)-I and 
1. It is straightforward but tedious to verify 
that 	 tcj 	i(o,i)nE(i). By hypothesis ,we have 
and. ll±tl( 	1. For each t E f-i,o3 	we have either 2-(L) = I or 
= -I, whence 1y(-L)4 it 	I . Similarly either 2 (t) =1 or 
, whence l j(-t) — I I 	I , for all -t6 [o,i] . The condition 
03 (t)dt 
	()d now forces 
Mach [29] has effectively shown that if 
then E = (5 C C L I]: 	() 	f) f all fl 	is a non-equable 
Banach space. ( Mach assumes that the scalars are real , but again the 
result is also true if 	C .) It is well known [35,p.252][24.,theorem 7.101 
that 	= ('Kfor some compact Hausdorff space X . Later , we will 
see that every C(X') is equable. Thus a non-equable Banach space may 
have an equable dual space. 
By proposition 1.6.4. , a uniformly convex space has no non-trivial 
subspace with the 1-1-ball property. However , it is not difficult to 
show that each subspace of a uniformly convex space i$Qqtlable4 With 
slightly more work , we can establish a stronger assertion. 
PROPOSITION 1.7.1 If E is uniformly convex , then every subspace 
of E is very equable. 
PROOF Let 	() denote the modulus of convexity of & , and put 
mm fj, (iJ, 2 	(E)J. Define the equability maps by 
	
/7 &)=(i- 	 for /(x((> 	and ''-('xj= 0 	for (fxffE. 
Clearly lctL— YtE'll 	E 	, each map 	is continuous , and 
whenever 	E (V ( for any subspace t" ). It remains to show that , 
for fixed E and x , 	 S,j 1(9,I) (where 	-(c) 
and. 	j/f (x) ) • If fix// £, then 3 = 0 and the inclusion is 
obvious. If f/xJi 	3 then B('cy) r73(ç, I4) 0 and again the 
inclusion is trivial. We consider two further cases. 
If C < llxii 2E , fix 2£ T(0,I)()(x, 14 F,) . Then 
(14 	) '(2 — x) 	and (i 4 	 lie in 	and 
4)(_x) 	((4c0 ) 27 1/ = (/4) 'IIit > E/ 	. By uniform 
convexity , z II (f4)'(_c) 4 (,+g 	 ( F/2) 	/ - 
Thus //(_)4 	'?ff 	(l-,)(4g0) < 1. But ///f 	f and 
lfxtI I so /1 0- fix 	 r 	 I 
Finally we consider the case 2 c < IIII 	3 . Again fix 
B (o, I) ( 	(x, 14 	. Then fi (14 j (—x) - 
whence 	II ( t 4 f ' (—x) -4- (f 4 	< i— i) . Then 
4- 
'- 	 ( 	4 	) II 




< 	1. 	, as required. 
The estimate for 0 (E) given in the preceding proof is not 
sharp. In a Hubert space , with V'E as above , we may take 
45 
4 
- I 	 as 	0. However , since the modulus 
of convexity of a Hubert space is 	() = /- (I 	1 )2 	 , the 
proof above only gives 	(r) 
-3 
112 as F - 0 
We have already seen that not every Banach space is equable. The 
next result giies a large class of examples. 
PROPOSITION 1.7.5 	is uniformly convex iff L is equable and 
strictly convex. 
PROOF Necessity follows from proposition 1.7.4.. To prove sufficiency , 
let 	() be the modulus of equability of & and suppose x, 6 
with 	I'I(>/ I— (E). We claim that /I_/(E•  
Note that 	± 	
, II - 	 iX 44 ,, ) 
	
= --- 	 I 	< I4fr). I143II 
if = 1/ 
( x Ecl) 	then (f - 	E and 
B(oi) n E( ---.Y , I4g(EJ)cL 7(I) . 	But 
ll4YII E 	r 	( 	14 -(E)) and so 	 Ux - II 	•- :1. 
By strict convexity , 	0 . Thus 	11=11 2 - 	E 	. // 
Recently Lau [23] has studied another property of subspaces which 
ensures proximinality , and lower semicontinuity of the metric 
projection. Let us say that t is a U-proximinal subspace of 	if 
there is a function 	: 	 such that , for all F>0, 
(j4 (E))ç ( 4 	 t1 . (This is not quite the 
definition given in [23] , but a routine piece of epsilonics shows 
that the two definitions are equivalent.) If Ni has the 11-ball 
property in E , this inclusion holds whenever '() 
Z17 
We note that if t is an equable subspace of 	, then M is  
U-prodminal in E . A typical element of (14 (E)) 	n(, 4 M) 
is 	a 4 x , where 	1/ ' ix /1 < 14 	flI1< 1 and 	M• If 
then _9 E 	//x-3 II E and. —& G E(o,i)c(x 14 (J) 	0. 
Thus cii x (a 4y) -f (x —y) C E1 4EMj  
Lau showed that every U-proximinal subspace is pro:dminal , with 
lower semicontinuous metric projection. This generalizes both 
theorems 1.1.1 and 1.7.2. 
CHAPTER 2 
EXAMPLES AND APPLICATIONS 
Having established some general results in chapter one , we now 
turn to applications. Specifically , we give examples of subspaces of 
Banach spaces which are equable , or have the 1--2-ball property. The 
reader is reminded that , for any such subspace , the conclusion of 
theorem 0.2.20 holds. 
We begin by considering proximinality in spaces of operators and 
spaces of vector-valued functions. In particular , we will see that 
every subalgebra of Coo is the range of a continuous proximity man. 
The same is true of 1K( F), considered as a subspace of  
for suitable pairs of Banach spaces 2 and F 
Now 	is a Banach algebra , as is C(X) . Section 2.2 
examines the proximinality of subalgebras of Banach algebras , 
commencing with a short proof of the known result that the 11-ideals in 
a Cealgebra are precisely the ideals. This prompts us to examine 
the relationship between the n-ball property and algebraic structure 
in Banach algebras. We recall the known results , and fill in some gaps 
by supplying counterexamples. One of these examples is a strictly 
convex , unital Banach algebra. As far as we know , no other such 
example has ever been exhibited. 
If a Banach algebra is a C*algebra , we have sufficient additional structure 
to yield fairly strong results. In section 2.3 , which is independent 
of the remainder of this thesis , we consider Chebyshev subspaces of 
C*algebras. We see that Chebyshev subalgebras are few and far between, 
although Chebyshev subspaces are not uncommon. 
We assume that II< C throughout sections 2.2 and 2.3 , since 
there we only consider Banach algebras. 
2.1 Proximinality in certain spaces of functions 
Recall from sections 1.1 and. 1.7 that equable subspaces and 
subspaces with the l--ball property are the ranges of continuous 
proximity maps. This section begins with some straightforward 
examples. We must first establish sundry notation , some of which will 
doubtless be familiar. 
By C(X1 ) ( I(rE) ) we denote the sup-formed. Banach 
space of continuous functions from the compact Hausdorff space X 
( bounded functions from the set U' ) to the Banach space E . If 
is a distinguished ( possibly isolated. ) point of X , 	('X,&) will 
denote the subspace of C(X) consisting of those functions which 
vanish at x, . When & 11< , we simply write C(X), -j,(r') and. 
If Y is another compact Hausdorff space and q:P-y ( (O : x'-Y ) 
is a (continuous ) aurjection , then 	
ik 
will denote the map f f Jo 99. 
It is easily checked that (/7* is an isometric embedding of C(YE) 
into J(i) ( C(E) ). 
It follows from the Stone-Weierstrass theorem that every 
*subalgebra of C(X) is of the form (pC(Y) or 92*c(y) . We begin 
by considering the proxLminàlity of these generalized subalgebras 
in C(X,L) . In order to avoid cumbersome statements ,not all of the 
following results are given in the fullest possible generality. Minor 
variations are easy to prove. For example C(x) can be replaced 
by C0 (x) in every result. 
Results involving 	and. C. are typically valid for I (U) 
and. 	(i) , where fl is any index set , possibly uncountable. In the 
following proofs , we have sometimes used. P and. sometimes IN 
depending on which was more convenient notationally. 
PROPOSITION 2.1.1 Let E be an equable Banach space , with 
equability maps VE • If tVj is a subspace of 4(f7 E) which is 
invariant under each / ( that is, of 6 M whenever j2EM ) then Ni 
is an equable subspace of Ijç E). If F is very equable , X is a 
compact Hausdorff space , and 	 is a surjection , then 
is a very equable subspace of 
PROOF In each case , it is routine to verify that suitable equability 
maps are given b3rJf-)!//o j , with the modulus of equability of the 
subspace in question being the same as that of  
COROLLARY 2.1.2 If 92 	is a continuous surjection of compact 
Hausdorff spaces and is very equable , then f=f7COE)is a very 
equable subspace of C(X) ) • In particular , every *subalgebra 
of COO is very equable. 
PROOF !Y1 is very equable in /(x, &) and M c c')ç EJ 	•// 
Let us say that a real Banach space 	is a ( real ) Lindenstrauss 
space if every collection of pairwise intersecting closed balls in E , 
whose centres form a compact set , has non-empty intersection. 
Lindenstrauss [26,p.623 showed that a real Banach space 	has this 
property iff 	L1(,a) for some measure 
THEOREM 2.1.3 Let E be a real Lindenstrauss space , 92: X-'Y a 
continuous surjection of comoact Hausdorff spaces. Then fyi = 
has the strong 11 -ball property in C(,'1 &) 
PROOF Suppose that we are given f CO(, 19) and 	0 with  
and #S11 	. Define 	: '{—> ti() by 
n , ;~ 
=CL[: 
Clearly each 11r(jj) is closed and convex. We must check that each 
is non-empty. Let 	 • If 	 then 
tIx)—)1I 	ll a) 1! 	zllçI! 	2r 
and so 	 meets 	 • Since iIf/I<, 14  I , 1(o., 1) 
must meet each Tf (f('x))4) . Thus the family of balls defining '{ (y) 
intersect pairviise. Since the collection of centres 
compact , we have 	4 0. We claim that 	is lower semicontinuous. 
So let qc be open. Let 	Eb: 't' meets ç 3 	be given 
and choose O 	 • Then lla(( < I , 	 (a,'r) 
and. 	(a,E) C 	for some E> 0 • It follows from the compactness of >C 
that the map 	I- 2 j) is upper semicontinuous. Hence 
N- f3 	C mt E(a,'r'-fE) } is an open set containing j 
If 	, then 	(a,) meets 	 for all x Ei(y). Clearly 
B('&)  E) meets Ti(o)  i) • Since 9 is a real Lind.enstrauss space , we 
deduce that 7) meets 	ct) E) , whenever 	• Thus Nc{: ir(3) meets c} 
It follows that 	:meets c ] is open , and this proves 
that Akis lower semicontinuous. 
By Michael's selection theorem , there is a continuous function 
h: -E satisfying k(9) E'/y) for all 	• It is routine to 
verify that 	E M(o,)'r). 
Vie remark that neither of the previous two cases includes the 
other. The non-equable Banach space constructed by Mach ( given on p.44 ) 
is a real Lindenstrauss space [24,theorem 7.101. On the other handd, 
every uniformly convex space is equable , but no uniformly convex 
space of dimension greater than one can be a real Lind.enstrauss space. 
COROLLiJLY 2.1.4. Let 	 be as in theorem 2.1.3 and fix 
Then C)(Y ) has the strong li 	 /1 E -ball property in C() 
PROOF Just for once , we illustrate the necessary modifications to 
the previous proof. Let 	be as before. If E 
then flf&I/ ii(f— cf7)(x) ft 	-r whenever 	 (qo.) . Thus 
0 E r(30) . If we define 	: Y- i-/() by 	') 	V, () for 
and 'j/c, y)  fo] , then 	will be lower semicontinuous by lemma 
-I 
NNI 
0.2.19. The existence of a continuous selection for 	shows 
that Mn-R( ') 	(J )  
For the next result , proximinality is already very well known [4,7.5.6]. 
COROLLARY 2.1.5 Every subalgebra of ((x', fl?) has the strong l-' Z,-ball 
property , and so is the range of a continuous proximity map. 
This corollary is immediate from theorem 2.1.3 ( for subalgebras 
containing the constant functions ) and corollary 2.1.4 ( for 
subalgebras not containing the constants ). Of course , the existence 
of a continuous proximity map also follows from corollary 2.1.2. 1.7hat 
might go unnoticed is that possession of the strong 11-ball property 
can be deduced from corollary 2.1.2. 
Suitable equability maps for 	are given by max [O, r _E] 
for 	and 	- (-)for X.< 0 . Since 	E(Y'.) , a 
subspace of C(x) is invariant under each 	iff it is invariant 
under 
y1
i• This is the case for every subalgebra. With these 
equability maps , the modulus of equability of ll is S-(E) 
Proposition 1.7.3 then implies that every subalgebra of C(X)11?) has 
the strong l--ball property. 
In fact , this argument shows that any subspace of (,0(, R) 
which is invariant under 
	has the strong l-baU property. This /111 	 2 
was effectively proved by Lau [23,proposition 4.4]. Not all such 
subspaces are subalgebras. Typical examples are subspaces of the form 
for all L EIj, where 	yj) 	E I] is 
a fixed subset of X1,5)C . In particular , the subspace of odd 
functions has the strong 1-ball property in C(& Ii J1) U?) 
It also foflov,s that C(x II?) admits restricted centres with 
respect to every subspace which is invariant under 1,I/ , and that the 
restricted centre map is Lipschitz continuous with respect to the 
Hausdorff metric. For subalgebras 
J. this was first proved by Smith and 
iard [471- 
It follows from [2,theorem 7.61 that any subspace of  
with the weak 2-ball property must be an ideal. Thus the examples just 
given will not , in general , be M-ideals. 
PROPOSITION 2.1.6 Let E be any Banach space , )( a compact Hausd.orff 
space. , 	a closed subset of >( ,ndl'I. Then 
= 	C(,): f Y= OJ has the n-ball property in C(K)  E 
PROOF Suppose that we have fri t 13( , ) 0 for 	1, 2 ... (1 , and 
mt ( 	, * 0 .  Define //: X-0,  H() by 	 I BG(X), t). 
Clearly each 	is closed , convex and has non-empty interior. 
Hence 	mt 1jx,) for all x)(. Now let 	be any open subset 
of E , and let X C 	: 	meets 	j. Then mt 	x) 
meets 	• Hence 	we can find a 6 mt '(' 0)r Q • Then flo. —f('-x0)liK4  
for each 	. Since each 	is continuous , 0 has a neighbourhood tJ 
such that 	Al 	> I/ct j()ll <4 , for each j= 1,2---t1 • Then 
a 	whenever 	W , so Al c [: lfix,) meets 	]. This 
essentially proves that lji is lower semicontinuous. 
Fix 	x ie 	Choose 	E Ni 	 i 1,2... ti • Then 
IF f () II = If fi  (x) 	6c) II If / 	II 	'T 	and so OE 
Now define 	: 	/- f(j by 	 for X 	, and 
/',fr) (O for xe 	By lemma 0.2.19 , )(, is lower semi- 
continuous. Any continuous selection for 
	
belongs to "1 ( JB(J,4) 
A simple argument , not unlike that employed inthe remark after 
theorem 1.5.2 , shows that 14 always has the strong 11-ba11 property 
in 	• If E is strictly convex , a slight adaption of the 
preceding proof shows that M has the strong 2-ball property in 
We note that corollary 2,1.5 fails when the scalars are complex. 
PROPOSITION 2.1.7 A closed *subalgebra 1 in C(x1 ) has the 
1-ball property iff it is an ideal. 
PROOF That ideals have the 1-1-ball property is clear. Suppose now 
that 	is not an ideal. We assume that I (1 
. ( If I C q, the 
result follows from a simplification of the following argument.) By the 
Stone-Weierstrass theorem , there is a Hausdorff space 'y, a continuous 
surjection r: X-( and a point 	Y such that 	P VC,, (Y). 
If (V,XC)<) ( /(x,)t'() ==> (( or 	 then 
is an ideal. Thus there are distinct 1,,XE X with r()y, _Yo 
Urysohn's lemma gives us continuous functions 0..: Y R and 	4 :._'>ff' 
satisfying 	-- I<1 a. i 1, O (ia..) = (l) 	0 	t 	and. rl 
Then 	tLIi 	.J2 < I4, 	Lt4Eç1 and. f 'c,')# 0. 
However 	R()i)rE 	 and so R does not have the 
11-ball property. For if 	E 	fl(a I) then , for  
I 	I = 	 It 	fI( 	• Hence 
But then II lL II > / 	—LL(3,)! = 1 and 	 )// 
Now we consider the prodininality of spaces of compact operators. 
We prove the existence of continuous proximity maps in some specific 
cases , then state a general result summarizing the present state 
of knowledge. 
It is easy to see that (&T tCn)) may be identified with J(r, E*) 
and 	
00 
with those (fr €r in J(fl 	with 
relatively compact range. Recall that a bounded set S is 
relatively compact iff 	 0 as a 0o , uniformly for (1)ES 
TOREN 2.1.8 Let E be any predual of 	• Then K( 	(n)) has 
the strong li-ball property in (L, !(fl)). 
PROOF Let 	= 	 8(E) /jfl)) and 4>O . It suffices to 
show that K(E, 1,, (f-)) 	o) () i'('J;'i-) z 	if 
 
and 	•1 K II f 1/ 	'i- + 
Fix rEp. If iIf(y)/I 	4- ,put 	O . i 




Put 	 for 	 and 	for j>fl. 
Then /13 (?)l/ lifT)')!! ' • It follows that 	 with 0-9k, 11f II-r 
For each Y , either B(?)O or Ilf()L-('Y)l/ 1. Thus 	II 
Finally , we show that je K(, !co(()) . Fix 	. Since B'f,'r, meets 
there is an N such that sup 	1 / < 4 E. Fix ? '..) 
00 If hf('V)i!@r , or if 	 then 	 • 
06 	 I1 	 0. 
then 	 2I !f/~')I r' < £ • Thus sup 	t')l K 
(N 	 LtI 
We remark that if K(F) has the(stron/weak ) n-ball property 
in 	 , then the same is true of K(M )fJ) in (M,A1) whenever 
tv is the range of a norm one projection on E and. W is the range 
of a norm one projection on F: 
Now we show that theorem 2.1.8 cannot be improved. , in the sense 
that 1((E,PjP)) fails the weak 2-ball property in B(&,((-)) , when 
n 	 r-' RI E 	.t1 . By the previous remark , we may suppose that I 	liv • By 
theorem 1.2.2 , it suffices to show that K(E,) fails the unique 
extension property in 	• Let LI]I C I! be any Banach limit. 
Define 1,5 6 B(E) f,J by f(9 LIM 	, J(-') = LIM (x') + 	Then 
I( $ll,lIlf1and 	,L)5rK(EJJ=, say. If x(?)=e1 for all 
then 9(K(,) and. 1t() = l(xiI = I . It follows that 	and 
are distinct norm preserving extensions of 
As a special case of theorem 2.1.8 , K(c,)00) has the strong 
l-ba11 property in B(c0,/00 ) • It is natural to ask if this remains so 
if 10, is replaced by 	or C(X) . The answer is in the affirmative, 
at least when 1 	. We only need to make that assumption because the 
following result is false for complex scalars. 
PROPOSITION 2.1.9{26,theorem ).6] Assume llç ?R , and let 13, , 2. , 
be pairwise intersecting closed balls in ijr') . Then 	 0 
	
For any compact , Hausdorff space X , 	 may be 
identified with C w(x; c) = {fL(x 	J is weak continuousj 
and 	 with the subspace C(X) &) . The identification is the 
obvious one , riven by(flz)(x) = f(9() ( 1 E 	x, -r 	C(x) ). 
Now fix f 4e CW*(X, J,())ana put d(x) 	limsup  
Replacing f with f-_j , where 	C()',(r)) 	leaves the value 
of 	unaltered. The idea of introducing cit'.) is due to Mach [28], 
who used similar techniques to prove the proxtminality of K('c,C(x')). 
LEMMA 2.1.10 Regard (fl) as the dual of Co (n) . If 	& 1, 
and 'x 	—>•O then I?x-fy/I —ll-x41 - 
IjI/ 
PROOF For any I, 	we have 
I ll4/I—/fll_KI( / 
A routine truncation argument completes the proof.// 
ILi22LA 2.1,11 Let f, d' be as above and fix ( X . Then 
for any 	E y , limsup ll)_f(xII llf( 	f6c)ll 
for any q C= X , limsup if f()I( = 	4 
limsup (ti)_ C()f1 4 	j)) 
(iv) for any 	C(x 1 (r)), IIfGc)_J6LJ1 4 d(') 	lIj-ll. 
PROOF (i) Since 	is weak* continuous , the previous lemma gives 
limsup. ft $() -)JI lisa (-f() C(%)IJ 	II)—f(j)Ii) flimsup t{ f()-f( j)I! 
i1J(j)j(xll --c1() 
(ii) The constant function g =f(x) certainly lies in C(>( 1-t'(fl)) 
Replace f by f-g- in (i). 
From the definition of 	, and (±) , we have 
d(x) 	limsup ( II f(c) f(3)I 4 Cl ) ) y - x. 
limsup limsup II f7) - f'(X) II 
M-x 
limsup  
,2 - 'C 
Assume without loss of generality that 
3 	. Then , by (U) 
11 f(t) /( 4cl (x) = limsup  
57 
THEOREM 2.1.12 Assume /K 1K . Then K(c(P),COW has the strong 
1-ba11 property in B (co  (I)) C(') ). 
PROOF Suppose that C(,€i U'))((fi?) ,øand 11/ II 'r'4j 	• Vie 
must show that C(X,11(fl))ri 8(0)I)r1 	= 0 . The last part of 
lemma 2.1.11 , with 3e C(X,t,('r2)(')  13 (f 4—) shows that 	for 
all 7..E >( . With 3=0it shows that 	 I - 	, for 
each EX. This permits us to define 	 by 
= 	 As usual , we claim that 
lower semicontinuous. So let 6' , 	(fl.) be open , let 	[X: 	meets 4] 
be given , and choose a 	 • Then io.11 < I 
If a. - j(x)I/ 'r— d('x0) and E(a)r) C for some C >0 . By 
lemma 2.1.11(iii) , ', has a neighbourhood Al such that 
E P'I = 11 ht'x — f0)II 4d 	 • But this implies that 
if 	- ) II < I! —Pcx) /14 11f (x,) -f(x)// < 	- d (k:) 
If xN , then the three balls B(c.,E), E'("o,I) and  
intersect pairwise , hence mutually by proposition 2.1.9 , and so 
95. Thus N 	fx: i(x)  meets G } , which proves that 
f meets 	is open , and lower semicontinuity of 
Clearly any continuous selection for 	belongs to 
C((r1))(c,)()B(J). 
We can now give a summary of the known examples for which K(2 F) 
is the range of a continuous proximity map on E(E,F). We pay 
particular attention to the classical sequence spaces. Inevitably , 
there is some redundancy in this list. 
It is useful to note that the map T!-T tF is a linear 
isometry of 	 onto 	 which sends K1Fk) onto 
THEORE:: 2.1.13 	In each of the following cases , there is a 
continuous proximity map from B'E. F) onto K(E)  F). 
 & 	very equable 	, 
 uniformly smooth, F 	C(Y) 
(±±)E. L,) , 
(iv ) & 	L (t) 	, F 	a very equable dual space 
( v) EL 1 (fr), 	F uniformly convex 
(vi) IC0  
 
 
= C or C0 	, 
-J , 
F 	(<p° 	) 
(I<pcx) 
 1p , TL (/1Koo) 
 oo pF=J (I<2) 
1r 	
F/0 	(4< ?,c) 
(1ii) 	fTzrL,(,i.) 	F=11  
(xiv) 	 , F=L"  (!) 
PROOF (±) It suffices to show that C(XE) is equable in  
and this follows from proposition 2.1.1. 
If E is uniformly smooth , then E is uniformly convex and 
proposition 1.7.4 reduces the problem to the previous case. 
It is easy to see that F 	is very equable , and 
again we come back to case (i). Alternatively , regard E as cCy), 
for a suitable compact Hausdorff space 	• Then '(EF)h Cv'(xc(y)) 
may be identified with ((Z) for some compact Hausd.orff space Z , 
and k(E)  F) = C (>( C(y)) = C() is then a subalgebra containing the 
constants. Note that !((E,F) has the 1-bal1 property in 
iff the scalars are real. 
This follows by duality from (i). 
This is a special case of (iv). 
By corollary 1.5.3 , K(E,F) is an M-ideal in 'E(E)F) 
If p < 00 , every operator is compact [42,p.212]. If 7 ) = C) 
2.1.8 asserts that K(E) F) has the strong l--ball property in E('E,F). 
For 17I , this follows from (vii). For T> j, it follows 
from (iv) ( or (v) if 'p 	). 
This follows from (viii) by duality. 
Every operator is compact , according to [42,D.211]. 
If f>' , every operator is compact [42,p.206]. For 
Hennefeld [19] showed that K(F) is an 11-idea1 in 	• Minor 
modifications of 'his argument show that this is also true when F<t1, 
By the previous theorem, 	has the strong 1-1--ball 
property in 	• ( Also assuming real scalars , Mach [28] 
established the pro:ximinality of K(E)F) in (F-,F) , but not the 
existence of a continuous selection. His proof remains valid when K = 41 •) 
By duality from (xii) , K(F) has the strong 112-ball property 
in 	. ( Lau [23,theorem 6.4.1 showed that fK(,F) is 
U-proximinal ( as defined on p.4.6 ) in 	• His proof does 
not seem to yield the 1-1 all property. ) 
This follows by duality from (xiii).  
If 2 	, then there is a non-compact operator from 
to J [4.2,p.211]. Nothing seems to be known about the proximinality 
of the compact operators in this case. Lest it be thought other,-Ise , 
we note that examples are known of Banach spaces E, P 	for 
which 	is not proximinal in (E1F) [21]. 
The next result shows that , for some of the examples just 
described , the compact operators do not have the 11--ball property. 
Thus we do need to consider equability. 
PROPOSITION 2.1.14 Let X be any infinite , compact Hausdorff space 
a non-trivial measure and 1<f'K 0Q. Then 	 does not have 
the 11--ball property in 
S 7 
6o 
PROF Since 	admits a norm one projection with range isometric 
to 	, it suffices to show that C(X i / r) fails the 1-ba1l property 
in 	
t(M whenever 1<pco3. First we assume that X contains a 
sequence 	 of distinct isolated. points. Choose 2 so that 
/ < 	< 2— 1. Define f E CW() 4) by (,j= 2, 4 e 	2) 
and 	f() 	for 	. Then If // <Z , and C(p)i''(Ji) 
contains the constant map 	 • However 	)( C(X4B(0 ')()(f)i)Ø 
To see this.1suppose EC(X4)()8(fJ). Then 	 rl>/2 } 
is a relatively compact subset of I, so 3,jx,,) 7O • But 
f 	,(x)/ 	/1jn)/ I and so 
But then l(_q/I>/ > I 
If )( contains only finitely many isolated points , then there 
is a continuous surjection Jr: X 	IT°,U. Let z, 	1/, and define 
	
c CW([o,iJ )  4) by 	() , 	, 	(o) = le, , and by 
linear interpolation on (4, , 	• Then 	= 	CW(X)l'p) 
and we proceed in the same way as before.  
In particular , K(L j//), c) does not have the l--ball property 
in B(L(,ic), ), for IK1) K 00. This highlights the special nature 
of C,, in corollary 1.5.3. By duality , 	 always 
fails the l-ball property in 	(L, ()L()) (Jp Oo). 
7hen Hennefeld [19]  showed that K('4) is an M-ideal in 
for 	 he was not interested in the n-ball property , or in 
proxirninality. He simply wanted to show that 	has the unique 
extension property in 	• We have effectively phown ( in the remarks 
after theorem 2.1.8 ) that 	does not have the unique extension 
property in T(-(,) ,thereby answering a question implicit in [19]. 
Nonetheless , there is a continuous extension map 't1: 
This follows from theorem 1.1.3 , since i<(I,) has the 1-ba1l 
property in 
Lastly , we attempt to remove the restriction that [ be a dLual 
space in theorem 2.1.13(iii). The result we obtain is oonewliat 
unsatisfactory , in as much as we only prove the existence of best 
compact approximants , and then only for certain operators. Since the 
proof is much the same as that of 131,theorem 2.31 , we will not 
give full details. 
If 	is a bounded subset of 	, then 	inf f>O : S 
admits a finite £ -net j may be regarded as a measure of the 
non-compactness of S . Clearly S is compact 1ff 	0 
LEMMA 2.1.15 Let £ be equable , E a bounded subset of 	• Then 
there is a compact set K such that c/&, K) 	for all %€ S. 
PROOF We assume that o<(5) I, and 	C) 1, where E is the 
modulus of equability of £ • Put 	(2J. Inductively , we will ti 
construct finite (/4 	)- nets 	for 	, with a' 11 (f7P 	2' 
Suppose (], has been found. By hypothesis , there is a finite (1-f 
net , say 	, for S . Fix 2 	fl,. and 	6 S . By equability , 
there is a 	 with II z—xll 
B(1, '41)rB(z,t4&)C 	14- En 1 L A moment's reflection shows 
that 17,, =[(;j): xEfill ,qRJ isa finite (/4 	41)net 
for S , and that c/H  (i1 , R) 
If k > fl , then d H(R,Pfl ) 	2. It follows that fl,j17 z 	oP, 2 
is a finite 2 	net for U 	• Thus K U 	is the set we want.// 
THEORELI 2.1.16 Let /1  be an equable Banach space , 7: L1  
a representable operator. Then Thas a best compact approximant. 
PROOF Represen-tabiflty means that there is a locally measurable 
function 	 such that 	I 	for all 
( Here 5" is the underlying measure space.) All weakly compact , in 
particular all compact , operators are representable. Let 
= ci (T, K (L, (ii), E)) . As in [31] we find, that ' 	c< (Jis)). Let /< 
be a compact subset of E with d(f(s),K) 	.< (f W) 	for all 
E S. The set valued, metric projection P from E onto K is 
upper seinicontinuous , by proposition 0.2.21 . By [15] it admits a 
-1 selection 7( of the first Baire class. This means that 	(') is 
an F., set , for every open set 4 L K . Define 
by 	 Clearly 5 7flf . Cle 	has separable rance , and the preimage 
under 	of any open set is locally measurable. Thus 	is locally 
measurable, Loreover , the range of 	is relatively compact , so we 
may define a compact operator q L1 ) 	by 1:7/L 4 	, 
for 	h e 1 (n) . Then 	= ess. sup  
Let 	be equable. If 	is a discrete measure , or if E is 
reflexive , then every operator is representable , whence  
is proximal in I(L, (//)) g) 
2.2 Intersecting balls in Banach algebras 
We begin this section by considering proximinal subspaces of 
C*algebras. It is not difficult to show that every ideal in a 
C*algebra is an M-ideal. ( A direct proof that ideals are proximinal 
can be found in [3,theorem 4.3]. Corollary 2.2.3 shows that more is 
true.) The converse seems to be part of the folklore of the subject. 
The only proof in the literature of which we are aware is [49,theorem 5,31. 
'We give a much shorter proof. 
LA 2.2.1 Let J be an ?-surninand in the unital C*algebra /7 
Then T is an ideal in 1] 
PROOF Let q = I - 'P , where P is the 1' -projection onto J' . 
first note that if fE 1/'is positive , then so are çPJ and 
For f(p#f)(/)f 	 I/ 41 ll 4 II J /1 =//f/J=f(i)(i'f)w+f)(j), 
Hence 	 = fff/ and (J)(i)  
Now lot 	= P(i). 	is positive , then  
Hence p is positive. We show that 	 , for all a 
Let 	be positive. By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality , 
a 
CL A 	0, 
since 	 f(Q)= 0. Thus 	( Q(ap)) 0 for all 
positive 	A'. Thus 	)=O , so aP4 €T. 
Thus cp 	= ' fffl) for all £Z fi • Similarly a. (I —p) E 
for all a€ • It follows that PcL = 	for all a. , and an 
almost identical argument shows that Pa for all a • Hence 
J= P('7) is an ideal. 
THEOREIJ 2.2.2_ Let I be a Caigebra , 	a subsrace of fl 
Then 3- is an M-ideal iff 	is an ideal. 	
00 PROOF (j) If ZI is an M-ideal in Il) , then -J- is an M-surnmandd, 
in the umital C°algebra 13. By lemma 2.2.1 , 	is an ideal 
J-,= in H 	• Hence J  J-00r)4q is an ideal in !-J 
() If T is an ideal in /1 , then 	is a weak* closed 
A ideal in the -algebra 11 	. By proposition A23 , J 	= /1 IF  for 
some projection P in the centre of 	. Straight forward 
calculations show that fl 	 R"(/—p), and that the two 
subspaces are weak* closed complementary 11-summands. Taking polars , 
we deduce that 
To 
is an L-suinmand in 	•// 
COROLLARY 2.2.3 Let M be a C*algebra , 	an ideal in fl 
Let 	01 be elements of Iq such that {a,,z,c-- 
is pairwise linearly independent ,  modulo IT . For each 1 
choose 't 	7(a) . Then the metric projection admits a continuous , 
homogeneous , quasi-additive , *preserving  selection 7(: 
satisfying 71 a) % for each l 
PROOF Since the involution is isometric , 	P(a.) for each 7 
Theorem 0.2.20 then gives us a continuous , homogeneous , quasi-additive 
proximity map Y : - f, satisfying '7'4) 	and 
for each 	. Define ?T by 27() = P V() 4  
Alfsen and Effros [4,p.126] showed that an ideal in a C*algebra 
need not have the strong 3-ball property. We have shown that an M-ideal 
in a Banach space need not have the strong 2-ball property. It is 
not known if an ideal in a C*algebra automatically satisfies the 
strong 2-ball property. The next result gives a partial answer. 
THJOR2 2.2.J Let 1q be a C*algebra , 	an ideal in 17 
Then 1 has the strong 1-1-ball property in i7 
PROOF given 7O, define J :F u/ -f by 	() - max 0, x'-rj. 
If f/o.f/<1 4 I , 	 and c&> 	, an easy commutative 
argument shows that jç ( E 
Now let a. be any element of fl satisfying //&// 	4 I and 
(a,r) 0. Then S,) V If 	 fl/f is the quotient 
map ,then 	 = /1 	/1 Y(iaI)('I)U 	II 	(z)// 
1/ 	a)  If = ff 	y(o. ) If 	= // (a) /1 = S (a 	) 
Clearly 1/ i&ii/ 	'4 j .If y= 	(iPJ) then 
If a LLfa/ is the polar decomposition of L then , by 
proposition A20 , u 	- • It follows that IX UT. 
Furthermore I/,AJI 11 <- 	and  
Thus X E Jr 3(o ,') rB(a'r) .// 
Having seen that ideals in Cealgebras  have the l--ball property , 
the next few results suggest that the converse may be true. 
T1-IEOREl 2.2.5 Let A be a unita]. C*algebra , 	a proper subspace 
of 	with the 1-21- ball property. Then the unitary group of 	is 
-I-i- 	 —1 contained in J • Thus .j contains no invertible elements. 
PROOF First , suppose I 	7. If 5 	fQ :then ffu.i1//Zi 
and. so 4A 	whenever a is unitary and (fl'tt) c g But each 
unitary is a point of local uniform convexity 19,p. 381. Proposition 
1.6.1 then forces IA E 1T whenever 01(LL) C S. A functional calculus 
argument shows that ( 	sp fit c U(1): (r(c) C S j'. Thus 1 P 
contrary to hypothesis. 
Thus 1 7. Now let AL be any unitary. Then 	J has the 
11-ball property in 1) , so I q (,L'J, Thus U 	, and another 
appeal to proposition 1.6.1 gives UC L.The final conclusion 
follows from proposition A13. // 
COROLLARY 2.2.6 A C*algebra has no non-trivial L-summands. 
PROOF Passing to the second dual , we need only consider the case of 
a unital C*algebra 	. If j is a proper L-summand in 	, then 
(1(R) c mand J 	is convex. Since L/(i) spans fl , we must 
have f7 T. Hence 	 . 
COROLLARY 2.2.7 Let R be a C°algebra , 	a subspace of 17 with 
the 1-ba1l property. Then 	is an ideal in 	if either 
is a hyperplane in 11 
or 	(ii) J is commutative and finite dimensional 
PROOF (i) First suppose that 6 is unital. A result of Gleason, Kahane 
and Zelazko [10,p.80] asserts that a hyperplane containing no 
invertible elements must be an ideal. 
If r7 is not unital , the preceding argument shows that the 
hyperplane J
00 
 is an ideal in the unital C*algebra I 	. Thus 
00 
3 	 is an ideal in 
(ii) We have 1J 	C ' for some P € ii\J. The proof will proceed by 
induction on fL • The base case is trivial. 
Suppose that 	Uhas the l-ba11 property. A simple argument 
shows that the points in :f have a common zero.( Otherwise 
contains an invertible element. ) Thus , for some index 	, 
= { (, - %): 	= 0J . Since B 	c1 	, the inductive 
hypothesis implies that 	is an ideal in 13 . It follows that 
is an ideal in ! .// 
It follows from Haar's theorem , and theorems 1.1.1+ and. 2.2.5 , 
that an infinite dimensional , commutative C*algebra contains no 
finite dimensional semi-L-ummands. For finite dimensional , commutative 
C*algebras , the same conclusion follows from corollary 2.2.7. Of 
course , if the 2-ball property implies the 3-ball property in complex 
Banach spaces , this result is subsumed by corollary 2.2.6. 
There seems to have been little research into the procLminality 
of subalgebras. It follows from corollary 2.1.2 that every *subalgebra 
of a commutative C*algebra is proximinal , and has a lower semi-
continuous metric projection. ( Example 2.2.14 shows that a subalgebra 
which is not self-adjoint need not be proximinal , even in a 
commutative C*algebra. ) It is not knom if *subalgebras of 
non-commutative C*algebras  are necessarily proximinal. 
Let B be a subalgebra of a unital C*algebra fi . If q is 
i1 commutative , or if 	is an ideal in fri , then EL .Bu - 	for 
every unitary 1tE!- . It would be interesting to know if a 
*subalgebra with this property is automatically proximinal. In 
particular , it would be interesting to know if the centre of every 
C*algebra is proximinal. 
If A is a von Neumann algebra , the centre is automatically 
proximinal 
J. because it is weak* closed. If j  is a type I von 
Neumann algebra , then there is a continuous selection for the metric 
projection onto its centre. This follows easily from the facts that 
for suitable compact Hausdorff spaces X and 
Hubert spaces O L , and that each metric projection (3- CI 
is continuous. 
Corollary 2.1.5 asserts that if tj is a commutative C*algebra 
then Her(B) has the strong 11--ball property in lier(fl) , for 
every *subalgebra 13 . This result fails in every non-commutative 
C*algebra. 
THEOREM 2.2.8 The C*algebra )q is commutative 1ff Her(B) has the 
weak 11-ball property in Her() , for every (commutative) *subalgebra  
PROOF We need only prove sufficiency. If F] is not commutative , a 
result of Kaplansky [12,p.68] asserts the edstence of a norm one 
element a with 	= 0 • Let f' be the *subalgebra generated. by 
We show that Her(B) fails the weak ]4-ball property in Her( fi). 
Regard // as a *algebra of operators on a Hubert space I-, . If 
is the range space of 2 , and Iij  its orthogonal complement , then 
and 	= fo} Hence a 	 ,OL 	 a } 
and 	(j )	1 • Let 	 and 	2 	• Note that 
l(aa44a//=max flliI,!iaII 	1, 
so 	0 OG Her(B)E(,a). Clearly ç- G Her(s). Furthermore 
tIx— Il 	• ( If 	£ f-fe and 	E f-/ 	then 
Ii ( - 	( 	1 	) 11 21 	/1 3 	 20 	° 	- 
= II 3 a 	a 	Ii 	Il Z a i ii 
jj 	Jli/) 	4z4 jjI 	3(llii-2Jill) 
1 6 	1f2 	(4llji)2 	To 
finish the proof , we show that Her()( (x12-i-E)r 	,24E)when E 
Choose 	 with I/ii j so that 	 > 37/40 
-35  Then Iloi( >/4o also. Suppose 
so 	11,z= IIZ 	2a(I 	If 2-o1! 	since 	2La 
	
2 * - I J/a(( 	since 	a. 	= 0 
< 	Z 4 F 	Z4 311J < 
Hence 	 fJ(3aa—)!J 	lloc/J—//(i >3('-4)/5 
and so 
 
On the other hand. , if 0 is any unital C*algebra then F I has 
the strong 1-bal1 property in Her(f). This follows easily from 
corollary 2.1.5 and the commutative Gelfand4aimark theorem. 
If 	is a su1oalgebra of 1'C(44) then , by proposition AiB , 11 
i 	is an deal in ri 	• Thus i-j is the range of an L-projection on r-i 
If 	is any Banach space , then 	 The projection 
of 	onto F is just the restriction map , 	 and so 
has norm one. Of course , it need not be an L-projection. It is of 
interest to know when these two decompositions coincide. 
PROPOSITION 2.2.9 Let 	be a *suljalgebra  of 	so that 0 is 
an ideal in 11 	• Then the decomposition A No is an L-sun. 
PROOF Since 00  is a weak*  closed ideal in the Via1gebra f 	, 
00 
there is a central projection ' 	such that 11 = 'P 	• Then 
Go *4'&1K 
fl 	4 1 	6—p)fl 	, and. both M-sujnniands are weak closed. 
Taking polars gives us an L-sum 	 C® 
(()fl+)O 
Since R 	 it suffices to show that fl 	(()fr)°. 
/ 4 
That is , we must show that 0 " 	if0 	= 	( a <.€fl, 
00 	 - r a 	ER 	). Now 	 ; it follows that 0- 	-t - 
and proposition A8 gives the result.// 
Proposition 2.2.9 can also be deduced from the result of Takesaki 
[50] that if is the predual of a VI'algebra , then F is an 
L-summand in . Apart from the 	subalgebras of 	r . Hi , we do no 
know of any non-reflexive Banach space which is an M-ideal in its 
second dual. ( Lima [25,theorem 3] has shown that 	is the only 
real Lindenstrauss space which is an M-ideal in its second dual. ) 
Now we shift our attention to Banach algebras. It is natural to 
ask to what extent results such as theorem 2.2.2 can be generalized. 
Specifically we ask : must a subalgebra or ideal have the n-ball 
DR. 
property , or be prodminal ? Lnd must a subspace with the n-ball 
property be a subalebra or ideal ? 
First we examine the algebraic consequences of the geometric 
properties under consideration. Smith and. Ward. [48,1.9] have given 
the following. 
THEOREM 2.2.10 	Let H 	be a unital Banach algebra , 	an :11-ideal in 
tYl is a subalgebra of 
If is commutative , then 	contains a central projection p 
such that 	tV1 = pR. Hence t1 is an ideal in R 
 An example , necessarily with P not commutative , shows 
that fr need not be an ideal, 
Part (ii) of this result can be used to extend. proposition 2.2.9 
to other Banach algebras. Much the same argument shows that if 17 
is commutative and unital , and if 17 is an LI-ideal in 	, then 
the decomposition (1 	= R 	
0  
fl is an L-sum. Apart from 	( )we 
are unaware of any Banach algebra satisfying these hypotheses. 
The positive results given by theorem 2.2.10 do not hold for 
the 1-ba11 property. 
EXMIPLE 2.2.11 A commutative , unital Banach algebra 17 containing a 
subaDace t" with the l--ball property which is not a subalgebra. 
With convolution as multiplication , L1 ( T) is a commutative , 
but not unital , Banach algebra. If S - f 	0 <arg <7rj 
then M 	: 	is an L-summand and so has the 
1-baU property , in L, ((). If 0 E Wi is defined by 0,(5) fo] 
and a(T\S)fi} then ü 	M. Thus fri is not a subalgebra. To 
obtain a unital example , take 1)L1(T)+C1. 
Proposition 2.1.7 shows that a*subalgebra of a commutative 
C*algebra has the 1-1-ball property iff it is an ideal. There is no 
analogue of this in general ( even commutative ) Banach algebras. 
EXMTLE 2.2.12 A commutative , unital Banach algebra 17 containing a 
subalgebra with the V2--ball property which is not an ideal. 
Let B be any non-unital Banach algebra , and let 	(f1 i. 
Since Cl is an L-summand in 1J , it has the 11--ball property. 
Clearly C 1 is a subalgebra but not an ideal. // 
Now we turn our attention to the converse problem : must algebraic 
properties imply geometric properties ? It is intuitively unreasonable 
to expect a positive answer to this problem J.  in general Banach algebras. 
This is because we may renorm a Banach algebra , and so radically 
alter its geometric structure. Such a renorining will have no effect on 
the algebraic structure. The reason that a positive result can be 
obtained for C*algebras is that no renorming of C*algebras is possible. 
According to theorem AlO , a *isomorphism between two C*algebras must 
be an isometry. 
We have already seen that 	fails the 2-ball property in 
Thus an J,-ideal in a non-commutative Banach algebra need not be an 
14-ideal. Commutative examples are easily obtained by giving a suitable 
Banach space the zero product , then adjoining an identity. We give 
some less trivial counterexamples. The four examples which follow are 
of id.eals,in commutative Banach algebras, which fail the 1-1-ball property. 
(Unital examples can be obtained by adjoining an identity , where 
necessary. ) Two of these examples show that an ideal need not be 
proximiial. The other two show that an ideal may be Chebyshev. On the 
other hand , an M-ideal is always prod.minal , but never Chebyshev. 
Each of these examples occurs in a semisimple Banach algebra , with 
an isometric involution. 
EXAMPLE 2.2.13 A commutative Banach algebra in which no maximal 
ideal is proxiininal. 
Let tI.0 	denote the customary norm on the Banach algebra 
We equip the algebra P= ( )URThL 1 (R) with the pointvrise multiplication 
and the norm(If (I = ff(! 
00 
4ff()I&. It is not difficult to show 
that 11'11 is complete and subrnultiplicative. Thus 17  is a commutative 
Banach algebra. For fixed t E (1 , define ço £ R by 42(f) 
Then 	is a character on e , but J(j2(f)/ < I whenever Hf 1f = I 
By proposition 0.2.2 , the ideal 1= ker çô 	is not proximinal. 
It remains to show that the evaluation furictionals are the only 
characters. Let 	be a character on 	• We claim that !PG')( !IJ1IIOO 
for all fEiq• If not , there is an E 11 with lif ll < I and 
1.11 	(±)=J -L)(I_.)C(-t) -1 	then _9 A and - f 	f. 
But then 0 	- y(f) (g() = (O(5) = , which is absurd. 
Since R is a dense subalgebra of C. (ii) , 	extends uniquely 
to a functional C 	 which must also be a character. But 
the characters on C'0 OR) are precisely the evaluation functionals. 
EXAIIPLE 2.2.14. A non- proximinal ideal in the disc algebra , and a 
non-'proximinal subalgebra of C(ii) 
Let 	J be the disc algebra , B {J7: (i)_-o} and 
J= I :jC('O)=OJ . Obviously J is an ideal in 	• Define 
by  t'(J)f('o). Clearly llC?ll I . However every non-zero CEB 
is non-constant , so 11 j! > ( J2(o)J I (/2(f)J by the maximum modulus 
principle. Thus 	- ker 	is not proxLminal in S , and so is 
not proximinal in 0 • If 	is the unit disc , then 1-) is a 
subalgebra of C(L) , and 	is a non-proximinal subalgebra of C('21).// 
EXMTLE 2.2.15 A Chebyshev ideal in the disc algebra. 
T 	This time , take f= ff ! f(o) = 0 IL It follows from the 
maximum modulus principle that J'F) f jc_f(0)l for all J2 E R. 
Thus 	is Chebyshev in i-:1 • To see that 11T fails the 1---ball 
property ,let 	=42 z and 	()= L • Then 
7' 
2,i= tIf—iJ so  TI is not a semi-L-zurnmand.// 
EXAJPLE 2.2.16 A strictly convex, commutative, unital Banach algebra. 
Let /7 be (V , equipped with pointwise multiplication and. the 
norm 	Ji (x)!/ 	f j('I4 ii)J 	-i- /i—I . Clearly ii •(1 	is 
strictly convex , and II (ii) II 	1. . Subrnultiplicativity of 11 (1 
follows from the estimates fa—tj  / = /(a—)(x- 4y) - (c + 
2 /0--//x-9( -- ! / bf./—/ 
/—/ ') fx—f( 
2 / 
2 
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By proposition 1.6.4 , 	has no non-trivial subspaces with the 1-1-.-ball 
property. But clearly q has two non-trivial ideals. 
More generally , let E3 7be any Banach algebra and give  
pointwise multiplication and the norm HCx )lI[( t+llB1)}z + II—ll. 
The same calculations as before show that fl (E) is a Banach algebra 
under this norm. Clearly the map X 1-)' (;x) is an isometric 
isomorphism of l into 	If B is commutative/unital/strietly 
convex , then so is 	• Now define an increasing sequence 
00 C R1  C P ..... of Banach algebras by 00= CP p11+, = 
Then 	is strictly convex , and algebraically isomorphic to (1 
- 73 
I.I 
Passing to subalge'oras we see that , for every t 6llV, (71' admits a 
00 
strictly convex algebra norm. Finally , the inductive limit of 
is clearly an infinite dimensional , commutative, unital Banach 
algebra. We have been unable to decide whether it is strictly convex , 
although it obviously has a strictly convex dense subspace. 
2.3 Chebyshev subspaces of C*algebras 
Let R be a C*algebra , B a subspace of 17 • Insisting that 
it be both a Chebyshev subspace and a *subalgebra might be expected to 
impose considerable restrictions on B . Ana indeed it does. First we 
recall that Chebyshev Csubalgebras do exist. 
In B(i-/), let Z I 1 with l/// 1 • If 11 	then 
.t 	, and we may then choose 	so that 
and. 1(—)ll--, 1. But 	 ; since I-f is 
uniformly convex , / / // a V, - (q- A) II - 0 • Thus 	= foJ- , 
which proves that j is Chebyshev in 
It follows from the G-elfandaimark theorem that Cf is a 
Chebyshev subspace in any unital Calgebra. ( We do not know of any 
unital Banach algebra in which <11 is not a Chebyshev subspace.) If 
2  (cE) is the algebra of 2 X 2 itatrices and B is the *subalgebra 
of diagonal matrices , then the unique best approximant to ( d) 
from B is ( 
	
) . Again B is Chebyshev in fi . The nextfew 
results suggest that other examples are few and far between. (Recently 
Pedersen [38] , directly inspired by our results , has shown that 
there are no other examples. His techniques are quite different from ours.) 
LEMMA 2.3.1 Let 	fi be a Calgebra , B a one dimensional Chebyshev 
*subalgebra of 	79 . Then /7 	is unital and ?3' = 
PROOF We must have B = 1'p, for some non-zero projection p Liven 
a 	let 	(I—p)oa(I— p). Then R—.pll = max 1IILI!,//} 
is minimum whenever i( < lill • Since 13 is Chebyshev , this 
forces -b —0 • Then I( a — oLpix —I(4'iIO, so p is a unit for 
PROPOSITION 2.3.2 Let 	be a commutative C*algebra , 23 a 
non-trivial *subalgebra of 7 • If E is unicital , then R is 
unital and R =cr[. 
PROOF We may assume that there are compact Hausdorff spaces >( and 
points t0 6 )(, Sc,EY and a continuous surjection 'k: XY such 
that 	C, (X), 	60 and 	= o . By the lemma , 
we need only show that J3 is one dimensional. Suppose not. 
Then Y\fs0} is not a singleton. Since R#E , 	is not 
injective. So there are points t, , t2 E XY S € Y with 	and 
',,i (b'(t2) 	. By Urysohn's lemma , there is a continuous 
function a : 	ff 	such that a(s) 1, o(s0) =Vl(id)= 0 and 
1. Then 	= 	13\IoJ and 0 L 1• Define g : X'— 
by (0)=c,3(-t,=, q()(i)— (t,,,) 
and 	h() o k (i - 1, () i ( 	t ta ). Clearly q is 
upper semicontinuous , A. is lover semicontinuous ,and 
—j.< L—i 	, h < J<14L . Tong's interpolation theorem r52] 
gives us a continuous function 	: 	satisfying 	2C- 	A.. 
Define 	by /(j) 	 • Since 	(V'( t2), vie 
have 	• Furthermore !!f Ii 	fix/f 	f/,c —ID/I ,so 
0, b R () . Thus B is not unicital in  
THEOREi 2.3.3 Let 	be a C*algebra , 	a Chebyshev *subalgebra 
of 	• Then either 	(i) 11 is unital and 	' Cl 
	
or 	(ii) every mad.mal abelian *subalgebra of 1? 
is already a maximal abelian *subalgebra of 
PROOF If 8 is one dimensional , lemma 2.3.1 gives the result. 
Suppose 	dim 5' 2, and. let C be a maximal abelian subalgebra 
of 8 . Then 	dim C ) 2, and. C 	f) CF , where C v denotes the 
commutant of C in R 
Now let D be a maDd.mal abelian *subalgebra of Iq containing C. 
Fix 'A. LcD . By hypothesis , )L has a unique best approximant y 
from J . For any unitary 4 6 C+(H, Lj 	will be a best 
it 	 t approximant to tLXU from 8 . Hence UyU 9 for each 
unitary 116 C-HIT!. Thus y.EC'=C . It follows that f is the 
unique best approximant to 7C from C . Hence C is Chebyshev in 
Proposition 2.3.2 now forces C =.D . // 
COROLLARY 2.3.4. (±) Let A be an infinite dimensional C*algebra , 
a finite dimensional Chebyshev *subalgebra. Then P is unital , 	1T 1. 
(ii) Let n be a commutative Ca1gebra J.  B any 
finite dimensional Chebyshev subalgebra. Then q 1] is unital and. E= 
PROOF (i) This is an immediate consequence of theorems 2.3.3 and A21. 
(ii) By proposition 2.3.2 , it suffices to prove that B is self-
adjoint. Let z B . Since some polynomial annihilates X , 
must be finite , by the spectral mapping theorem. The Lagrange 
* 
interpolation formula then gives us a polynomial p such that 
for all I E 	 Thus 2 	 . // 
THEOREM 2.3.5 Let 	be a von Neumann algebra , 73 a proper 
*subalgebra  of q other than dT' I. Suppose that Iq is not a factor 
of type II or III . If J? is Chebyshev in 7 , then 1) is isomorphic 
to Al2J() , with B corresponding to the diagonal subalgebra. 
PROOF According to theorem 2.3.3 , any maximal abelian-subalgebra, of B 
is already maximal abelian in /9 	and hence is closed in the weak 
operator toplogy. It follows from [37] that 8 is a von Neumann 
7 
7 
subalgebra of 	. By considering a fixed ma±nal abelian 'subalgebra 
of 13 , theorem 2.3.3 shows that 8C 73, where E is the commutant 
of B' in 
We show that fi is a factor. Let p be any projection in Z , 
the centre of !7 . Then p commutes with B , so 'p E B . We 
cannot have both riq C F and. (i—p)F1 Q B , so we assume that there 
is some c c-,P,9\23. If 	is the best approximant to t from 1 , 
then 	since Ii x — p1 ii = !/p ( - b )// II - LU• But then 
llx-L --j!I = max f1/x-LIf,IIIJ _d(x) ) whenever 	 and. 
Since E is Chebyshev , this forces  
and so p = I . But 	is generated by its projections , so Z c7I1. 
Thus 	is a type I factor , and we may assume (1 =73(14) for 
some Hubert space I-i . Now B is a von Neumann algebra on I-I , so 
if 	r1 then 13 	7(/-/), contrary to hypothesis. Hence 91, 
contains a non-trivial projection ?i • Suppose that l-f' is not a 
minimal projection in 	. Then I 	PzP3 for some non-zero 
orthogonal projections p , 6 B . Since p, 6 E, we have 
There is an isometry tf: 7)04)—>p(14)( not 
necessarily surject±ve ) , where 	= 'I) 23 . If Y._&sp , then 
VPi 	'V - 	V and 	0 • Furthermore 	is the identity on 
(i-i) so V*V=Pi and V*YV 	V*. Then for any o oeB , 
llv-oifII V(v_) V*llI/vt—v pi apv/l/fv*//i. On the 
other hand i/v_'3I/2 = II (v—p3)(v—p3)II = 11 pi 4P3  I/ 	 1 l/Vli• This 
contradicts our assumption that 13 is Chebyshev. Hence 11— p1 	is 
a minimal projection in B 
Similarly , 	7'1 	is a minimal projection in B . It follows that 
the two dimensional subspace sp { I, p } 	is a maximal abelian 
*subalgebra of 8 , hence of R(1-i) . Thus /-/ is two dimensional , 
and the conclusion follows.// 
e remark that the first part of the preceding proof is valid in 
any von Neumann algebra 0 , and shows that a Chebyshev C*subalgebra 
of R must be a von Neumann subalgebra. Thus a C*algebra which is not 
weak operator closed cannot be Chebyshev in its weak operator closure. 
In particular , no infinite dimensional C*algebra can be a Chebyshev 
aubspace of its second dual. 
The metric projection from 	onto the diagonal subalgebra 
is clearly linear. However the metric projection of R onto C.1 is 
linear for very few C*algebras R 
PROPOSITION 2.3.6 Let 	be a unital C*algebra , 	4 	C  the 
metric projection. Then 	is linear iff fl C, 	or M,, (C) 
PROOF () Let 13 be a maximal abelian *subalgebra of 0 • Then 7118 
is linear so J.  by proposition 0.2.9 , dim B 	2 • By theorem A21 , 
dim 0 ( q • The only possible cases are C,C and t1(f) 
() Linearity of 	is trivial if /17 = C , and follows from 
corollary 0.2.3 if 117 = r• Suppose (1J- 1((lT), and define 
A - C I by P () = &j ( ) . Obviously 	is a norm 
one linear projection ; we must show 'P= 	. It suffices to show 
that 	 • Then P is a linear proximity map. 
To do this , it would be handy to have a formula for the norm of 
a 22 matrix. If 	cd) , put p = 
and. 	= I detx I = I oc/—Lc I. Calculating the eigenvalues of 
shows that 2llii = 2 1x*) = p -1- (— 47YJ 
2 
 Now we must show 
2 	
a L I /1 
( 	_o)i/ 	(rtc 
that d)II for all a1 ,c,d € C. To do this, 
i 	'- 




It now suffices to prove that (2/al
'2 




) 	4 /d— a—c /z 
By homogeneity , we may suppose that Ic i • Then 2 1/+ic(  ) Z 
so we need only show that 
	
2 	 2 
4l1I (21l4Z1I 	) 	4/dta2_1 / 
for all 	a.,dcC, 1)2. Elementary calculus shows that this 
inequality is satisfied for all 	> 2 if it holds when 	2.. 
Putting 	a , 	= d , we must show that 
2 2 
This follows easily , using the fact that (144èI 	Il +i'( 42. 1'e Ur 27 
for all VJ,'.6E. 
In contrast to the preceding results , we now show that certain 
C*algebras have many Chebyshev subspaces. 
LEMLA 2.3.7 Let Iq be any C*algebra , t1 a subspace of 17 , 
Then X E M iff there is a state 	on 0 such that /(*x) //2 
and 	e () = 0 for all 3 E  
PROOF If 	6 	, there is a with 119/I 1, 3(c) 
We suppose that a acts on a 1-filbert space I-I in its universal 
representation. Then there are unit vectors 	6 14 	such that , 
for all 0- C— 7 a= <a,'?. Since 	77) =11)dI, we have xllll 
and so the state a I_> <t, > has the required properties. 
The converse is easy.// 
TJORE 2.3.8 Let E be a properly infinite von Neumann algebra , fi 
an ideal in 13 . Suppose that in contains a strictly positive 
element • Then J contains an infinite dimensional Hubert space M 
which is Chebyshev in n • Moreover each subspace of fv is Chebyshev 
in 17 , so q contains Chebyshev subspaces of all finite dimensions. 
PROOF Suppose (v)C: 13 with VVft = I , 	 . Let ft 
be a strictly positive element of 	, with norm one , and. put 3,,Vn 
for 	flEII\/ . Then y61q , y ,y,, 	/j. Let M be closed linear 
span of (: ndH}. Then 	6 (1117L for all 	a.., 6 fri and fri is 
a Hubert space under the inner product defined by <at> h = 
Every subspace (V of IV? , being reflexive , must be proximinal 
in F1 . Given K E 	with 	.L t'I , let 	be a state on 	as 
given by lemma 2.3.7. Then , for all 96 N\ [o] 
IL 
-9lI ) 	(x3)* -3)) 	
(t) +f(39) 1i) 	+ !tIC(h)> IIxi 
Thus 0 is the only best approximant to IX from ,P\f • It follows 
that N is a Chebyshev subspace of n •// 
vth regard to the hypotheses of theorem 2.3.8 , Robertson [4.1] 
has shown that , if I1 is an ideal in some von Neumann algebra , then 
the following are equivalent. 
fl has a separable unicital subspace. 
1 contains a strictly positive element. 
(/ has a one dimensional Cheyshev subspace. 
In a reflexive , strictly convex Banach space , every subspace is 
Chebyshev. Since L-suinmands are Chebyshev , every L1 () contains 
many Chebyshev subspaces. However , non-trivial examples of Chebyshev 
subspaces of infinite dimension and codimension are not easy to find. 
The previous theorem gives one class of examples in Calgebras. We are 
aware of only one other class of examples in C*algebras.  According 
to [53,p.335] LjIo,iJ contains Chebyshev subspaces of infinite 
dimension and codimension. 
Let 0 be an abelian C*algebra , and X the carrier space of R 
(or its one point compactification if 	is not unital). Suppose that 
for some fl) 2 , 	has an tj dimensional Chebyshev subspace 
sp f f, ,....f, Define 	: 	by (%) =U1 (9,••- ()). 
Clearly '\fr is continuous ; Haar's theorem ensures that 	is injective. 
Thus 	embeds homeomorphically in C n , so 0 is separable. Thus an 
abelian , non-separable C*algebra  has no Chebyshev 
subspace of finite dimension 
greater than one. Taking 0 = 1304) in theorem 2.3.8 shows how 
different the non-abelian situation is. It also shows that if f-I is a 
separable , infinite dimensional Hubert space , then I<(i-i) has 
many infinite dimensional Chebyshev subspaces. Again this differs from 
the commutative theory —for CO has no infinite dimensional 
Chebyshev subspaces [46,p.115]. 
PROPOSITION 2.3.9 Let 	E be a properly infinite von Neumann 
algebra , 	the Hilbert subspace given by theorem 2.3.8 and N any 
subspace of tVl . Then the metric projection 7r: /3-!\J is continuous 
and norm decreasing. 
PROOF We take k m: 1  in the construction of M• It follows from the 
calculations at the end of the previous proof that , for all 	iZ , 9 6 fl , 
II 	() - 	II 	 (x) 	Clearly the right side 
of this inequality converges to 0 as 9C- Ct. • Thus 	is 
continuous. Putting t2 O shows that 	is norm decreasing.// 
We do not know if this metric projection is linear , although it 
seems rather unlikely. It is interesting to note that each 	Wi 
is the range of a norm one projection on B , even when P # R . it 
is enough to prove this when I'4 tJ . Let 	be a state on 
with f(k) =7 I . Define ?: EM by 'Px = 9 f(q,,*-x)_Y rL  
Since (va ) is a sequence of isornetries with orthogonal ranges , it 
- 
follows from the G1,TS construction that if Pcfi - E tI(n')1 
for all XEE 
Note that strict positivity of IL was only needed to show that 
is Chebyshev. Thus if f-I is any infinite dimensional Hubert space , we 
have just shown that t<(i) contains an infinite dimensional Hilbert 
subspace tvl ( not necessarily Chebyshev ) which is complemented in B (i). 
Akemann [l,00rollaxy 3.11 showed that any subspace of KU!) which is 
complemented in 'E(il) must be reflexive. This example shows that 




We will not insult the reader's intelligence by reciting the 
adoins which define a Banach algebra. We do point out that our Banach 
algebras are not required to be unital ; but when they are , we insist 
that the identity element has norm one. 
It is well known that any ring is contained in a ring with identity. 
The same construction works for algebras. If /7 is any algebra over 
its unitization q + Cl is defined to be the vector space ,q E, equipped 
with the product 	 /L). Blind Freddy can see 
that (o, i) is an identity element for this multiplication. Accordingly , 
one writes a4I for (0 )1) . If 0 is a Banach algebra , we define a 
norm on 1 +CI by 1cL1ll = / /a// -+ 11/ . Then fl4c1 becomes a 
Banach algebra containing 'l isometrically and isornorphically. 
By 	we denote the group of invertible elements of the 
unital Banach algebra R 
LEMMA Al Let Q be a unital Banach algebra , 	E f7. Then the series 
	
00 	 r 
is convergent 1ff x—O. In that case , x E 
n -d 	 A0 
and has inverse Z Lrt • 
PROOF If the series converges, then certainly X -,O . Conversely , 
assume 	0 • If a = 14x4... 	 then (i-9(ic)/— x. 
So It suffices to prove that 	is a Cauchy sequence. Choose IV 	so 
that 17J1I < '; then ON 	. We suppose that Il. 
rL -Il < £/ Io) whenever 
Then 	II - II 	(i— ii 	ii) fiM - 
Itm—ali—i1,J(aM—cz)(/  
11 	(i-)(a-- am ) I/ = IIo j (- xJ)/I 	E if 	rn,n '>' N(E) 	•// 
PROPOSITION A2 Let Ff be a unital Banach algebra , X A , 	Cr • 
(i) If fklI< N then 	t—x E 	and 11(_j!1I 	11 -)C 
(ii) If 11 L — xII < j 	then 	 and. 1? 	'II 
Consequently 	is open and the map 	 is continuous. 
PROOF The two inequalities follow at once from the lemma. Submultiplicativity 
of the norm , together with (ii) shows that Ax 	mt  
Finally , the map 	I- 'X. is continuous at 	, hence everywhere.// 
If 9C is an element of a unital Banach algebra 	, we define 
the spectrum of IX by cr() = OA 69= [ 	: ii — 	(A)}. If 
is not unital , we simply unitize 0 and. define 	 • It Alcl 
follows from the proposition that Cc) is a closed subset of D'o,ll4 
If fl is not unital , and. X  (1 , then OE o('x) . it is significant 
that 	is always non-empty. 
THEOREM A3 Let 	be any Banach algebra , IxE 	• Then c-k) 
is a non-empty , compact subset of C 
PROOF We assume that 	is unital. Suppose r(x) = 	. The 
map 	F- (1/—x) 	: 	is easily shown to be analytic , and 
it is bounded by proposition A2. By Liouville's theorem , it must be 
constant. But then I f — x = tt( — Z. 	for all 
The next result , known as the spectral mapping theorem , can be 
established for analytic functions other than polynomials [10,theorern 1.7.4.1. 
T1onEI: 41 Let 	be any Banach algebra , 	, 	
a 
polynomial ( with q(0) 0 if 	is not unital ). Then 	= 
PROOF Given 	 • let 	be the polynomial ('.) = p(.) —p('). 
Then there are 73, p, ,...14  E (1 such that q() 	(-L---') 	(-—,) 
Thus 	 = q(x) 	13(-07T(i---, 1 I) 	(R) 	since 
So 	E 
The opposite inclusion is just as easily proved.// 
The spectral radius of 	is defined by -.r('X) . maxj Cix) 
LELUIA A5 If H is a unital Banach algebra , and X 6 	, then 
the following are equivalent. 
r-() < I 
lirnsui If ll 	< I 
inf //'xJ II 	K I 
'X' - 0 
PROOF (i) 	If II 	I 	then 	c- (x-) L—Ec(A). Now 
the power series 	
rL 	
certainly converges for sufficiently 
ft 	 -' 
small A ; it follows that (l—%) 	
ft 	
whenever fl 	i 
But the radius of convergence of this power series is 	-/iimsupWI/'. 
=(i±i) This implication is trivial. 
Il NII' 
(i1i)- >(1v) Suppose "- " " I • From the estimate 
4Q 	r I I 	H 	ii X I! I! X 11 	we deduce that % 
fl. 
- 0 
(iv)(i) If 	 then 	 0 and so 	(i—) E(A). 
Thus 	G a(i) z > I7I < 1. 
The spectral radius formula follows immediately. 
TIIEORII A 6 If 	is any Banach algebra , and. x E 17 , then 
urn H 	i 'x II 	— 	nf 11 ,xn 1,x ii 
Any Banach space embeds canonically in its second dual. Let n be 
a Banach algebra. By a product on 	we mean any multiplication on Iq 
for which (1 
	
	is a Banach algebra , and the canonical embedding is a 
'1 i homomorphism ( and. so -j 	s a subalgebra of fj 	). We show that r' 
always admits at least one such product. To do so , we define four bilinear 
maps , all denoted by ±ji3ctaposition. First, define a map fl '< - A 
by 	(J ) () = £(xtj), and a map fl '< fl (- 	by (C) () = f (3  ?C ) 
Next , define a map fl 	fl _- fl by (jI F)Ct) = F(,L :f) and a 
map 	K A 	fl by (Ff)(t) F(fx) . The second pair of maps are 
actually extensions of the first pair ; thus no ambiguity arises if we 
omit the symbol for the canonical embedding. Now we define a multiplication 
on 	, knrnrn as the first Arens product, by (F c) (f)= F(f) . Easy 
calculations show that the norm on q 	is submul-Liplicative , and. that 
this product restricts to the original product on A• However this 
product is not the only one we could consider. We may just as well define 
another product on Fi 	, called the second Arens product , by 
(F)(:f) c(fF). Unless otherwise stated , q 	is assumed to be 
equipped with the first Arens product. If these two products agree, 
then 0 is said to be ( Arens ) regular. The basic properties of the 
Arens products can be found in [18]. The next result follows easily 
from [18,lemma 2.21. 
THEOREM A7 The first ( second  ) Arens product is the only left ( right  ) 
** weak* continuous product on A . Hence Fl is Arens regular iff 
there is a product on f 	which is separately weak* continuous. 
PROPOSITION A8 Let Fl be a regular Banach algebra , such that fl 
is unital. Suppose Jr C- 	satisfies IVOL = o for all OLEA. Then yi1AO. 
PROOF By G-oldstine's theorem , there is a net (€,) 	such that 
4 1 ( in n 	). Fix G 	. If F = 	fl then 
and 	 F. Hence 	F() (F)(fJ = F() = 	= ()(f) 
The axiom Hill 	1 was not needed in the preceding proof. 
A specific class of Banach algebras will be of greater interest to 
us. A B*algebra is a Banach algebra with involution satisfying the 
3* condition lIx -X 11 	lIlI • This condition implies that the involution 
is isometric. A C*algebra is any *subalgebra of B (i4) , where q  is a 
Hilbert space. Clearly every C*algebra is a B*algebra.  The 0-elfand.-
Naimark theorem ( A15  ) asserts that the converse is true. A lucid 
account of the Gelfand-ajmark theorems is given by Doran and VTichmann [13]. 
( Doran and Wichmann do not assume the B* axiom , but only the formally 
weaker identity 	II = lliiI frfl. .L substantial part of their paper 
is devoted to proving the equivalence of these two conditions.) The 
term B*algebra is falling into disuse. In view of the C-elfand4Taimark 
theorem, no confusion will arise if the two terns are used. interchangeably. 
An element '( of a B'algebra is said to be hermitian , or self- 
adjoint , if 	= 7'- • The set of all hermitian elements of 
denoted Her(1) , is a real linear subspace of f7 .. moreover , 
= Her (A)@ i Her () . As a sample application of the B* adom , we 
show that t'(X-) //)c /1 whenever % is normal ( that is, 	
Ir and. x. 
2rt 
commute ). First suppose '% 	Her( 11). Then by induction II - ii (kit 
for all rt • Theorem AG then gives 	= 11-4 . Now suppose only 
that 'X is normal. Then Ij 	II x 	II 	It , and another 
application of the spectral radius formula gives  
But 	E Her() , so r(%) = r( x) -1lLXIf =ikIf 
If A is a non-unital Balgebra, f f C I is made into a *algebra 
by defining 	 o.+)j • However , if fl+Tf is given the 
norm previously defined , then 1((4t() (x-4-i1)I1 --/- (14111 	for 
any non-zero L E Her( p1). Thus 1 +6 :1 is not a B'algebra under that 
norm. ( This also follows from corollary 2.2.6. ) Instead. , we equip 
with the norm 	-4-)'1. U 	 x 4)j 1! . This makes A+ C1 into a 
A 
B'algebra [12,proposition 1.3.81. 
T1-tEORE] A9 [44,proposition 1.6.1] A B°algebra is unital iff its unit 
ball has an extreme point. 
If n and. B are B*algebras , a *homomorphism 	: A 	1 is 
any homomorphism which respects the involution. 
THEOREM, AlO [12,propositions 1.3.7,1.8.11 Any *homomorphism (9 between 
B*algebras  is automatically continuous , with 	OfJ 	1. . If in 
addition 9.2 is injective , then it is an isometry. 
A character on a Banach algebra 	is any non-zero homomorphism 
99 :A- iE . The carrier space of 	X= TA , is the set of all 
characters on 	• It is easy to show that )(u (01 is a weak* compact 
subset of 	; thus A , equipped with the weak' topology is 
locally compact. If 0 is unital , then 	itself is compact. If 
is commutative, there is a natural correspondence between charactcr and 
maximal ideals ; thus 	is often called the maximal ideal space. Not 
surprisingly, the only characters on C 1X) or C(x) ( X any compact 
Hauzdorff snace ) are the evaluation functionals : 	 X . Given 
C() 
a commutative Banach algebra !1 , its G-elfand transform is the 
evaluation map 	—b C ()(). 
All. THE COL11UTATIVE GELFAND4TATKATE TJTEOREM Let 0  be a commutative 
unital B*algebra with carrier space 	• Then the G-elfand transform is 
an isometric *preserving isomorphism. 
The main difficulty in proving All is to show that (.T(X) 
whenever 'y 	Her( fl). We now see that every commutative B*algebra has 
the form COO or (('X') . It is easy to show that Lça), equipped 
with pointwise multiplication and involution , is a unital B*algebra. 
Thus L) is isometric to some C(X) . ( This statement is true for 
real , as well as complex , scalars.) 
Let C*(9 denote the *subalgebra of fl generated by an element 01 
If IX is normal , then C*(x) is isomorp1iic to C(r(xJ) ( or  Co (r(7L)) 
if 9( 	 Given 	C(o)) ( with 	0 if 0 6 (TO() ) let f(x) 
denote the inverse image of 	under the G-elfand transform. For example k-I 
will denote 	 , for any 1Q I • This technique of applying 
continuous functions on cr('x-) to a normal element 'X- is knon as the 
functional calculus [12,section 1.51. 
PROPOSITION Al2 Let P be a unital B*algebra , with unitary group 
(j(c?) 	[ Ii : (LU 	 • Then 	sp 11(R) = R. 
PROOF It suffices to prove j E sp (1(R) if 'LXL ::X*,  //,>c I/<  
Define 	C C(a(c)) by /2(')2 +LU) 	. Then = P 
2 
(C()3+f(fl 
and 	 • So if U f() then 
and = 	1 .// 
If V is unitary , then the map IX t-~I UX is an isometry on 
PROPOSITION A13 Let 	be a unital Balgebra , 	 • Then 
I--- 	with -)c It <2. 	iff d(x, (1(R)) < I . Thus if fri is any 
subspace of A ,we have M n Mq)=ø iff c/ (P) c 
PROOF Suppose 	t E CM, IIx/IZ. If 	 then 
Put 
	
	 . Then t,t*t 	Uu* 	f and. /1% —U#= 113—j# < -1 
The converse is easy, using proposition A2.// 
An element X E Her( ) is said to be positive if r(x)ClI uLo} 
This is the case iff 	 for some 36 1 .A functional PE Iq 
is said to be positive if J(x))O 	whenever t. is positive. It can 
be shovm that z & A is positive iff f(x)o for every positive J Efl. 
We say that OC is strictly positive if jLT(7) 0 for each positive 
I' 	ri E 11 	• A state is a positive functional of norm one. If r-i is 
unital , then 	is positive iff 	 • From this , the 1-Iahn-Banach 
theorem , and the commutative G-elfand-Najmark theorem J. it follows that 
if 	X. is normal , then f(')/= //?c-// / for some state 	• If 1 	
': 
is positive , the map (x,) I— 	 is a positive sesquilinear 
form on 	• The Cauchy-Schwarz inequality becomes 	 ~(xx T(d A 
A representation of n on P is any *homomorphism 	: / 	UN). 
If 	is a representation, and 	is a unit vector , then the 
map IX i-',s ?(%),) is a state on R • The following important 
result asserts that the converse holds. 
A14. = G.N.S. CONSTRUCTION Let 	be any state on I7 . Then there 
is a representation 7( : 	and a unit vector 	6 jq such 
that J(.) 	 ( Loreover , /((A) 	is dense in 
For each state 	let 	A 
- 	 be the representation 
given by £1.4. Then 27- ()27, is a representation of ( on 14 
known as the universal representation. It follows from an earlier 
remark that the states separate points on R . Thus the universal 
representation is injective , hence an isometry. This essentially proves 
A15, THE 0,LF1,1D-4AI1-!ARK THEOREM Every B*algebra is isomorphic to 
some Calgebra. 
The proof of the G-elfand-Naimark theorem actually gives more 
information. It shows that every B*algebra can be id.entified with a 
*subalgebra of 	with the property that every state has the form 
x. 	c>for some  
PROPOSITION A16 [12,theorem 12.2,4] identify the C*algebra 	with its 
universal representation on the Hubert space f-I . Then every functional 
on 0 has the form X1F<vL,'7'> for suitable 	E H 
PROPOSITION A17 [12,corollary 12.1.3] Again identify 	with its 
universal representation on f-I . Then the weak operator closure of (-? 
is isometric , and weak operator--weak,* homeomorphic , to R k• 
It follows that the second dual of any C*algebra, is itself a C*algebra. 
Since the product on E(N) is separately continuous for the weak 
operator topology , proposition A7 shows that any B*algebra is regular. 
One C*algebra whose second dual is well iiderstood is K(i-i) , the 
algebra of compact operators. It is well known that 	= 'R (14). 
[12,corollary 12.1.21. If i-/4(n) , then the algebra D of diagonal 
operators in BU-J) is *isomorphic to /(fl) and 	k(I4) is isomoriiic 
03 
to C0 (f') . The similarity between c((') C1 (f-) and K(1l) (=- (f-l) is 
often referred to ; f<U-I) and (ii) are often regarded as non-abelian 
analogues of c0 (fl) and. 
PROPOSITION AlS Let 1q be a suba1gebra of K(i-J). Then A is an 
ideal in Jq 
*4: 
PROOF We have just seen that K(0) is an ideal in K04) . It is not 
difficult to see that n oo is a subalgebra of 04) 	. Thus 
00 	 00 	 00 
= ? r)KU-/) is an ideal in A . Now identify F] 	with A 
L von Neumann alebra is any 'subalgebra of 	which is closed 
in the weak operator topolor. A algebra is any B*algebra which is 
isometric to the dual of some Banach space. The Krein-Nilman theorem , 
together with A9 , shows that any algebra is unital. It is easy to 
show that the unit ball of 7'i-1) is compact in the weak operator 
topology. The Dimiier-Ng theorem then shows that any von Neumann algebra 
is a Valgebra. Sakai has shown that the converse is true. 
T1IEOREL: A19 [51] Any W*algebra is *isomorphic , and weak*__weak operator 
homeomorphic , to some von Neumann algebra. 
It follows from the separate weak continuity of multiplication that, 
in any von Neumann algebra , the centre , or any maximal abelian 
4subalgebra , is a von Neumann subalgebra. 
We close with a miscellany of definitions and results that 
will be needed elsewhere. 
If q is a von Neumann algebra , then each Cl E M may be 
written as (t = (L/ct( 	, for some norm one element i1 	[44,1.12.1]. 
This is known as the polar decomnosition. If 	is a Calgebra , we 
may still write a = tL(f , where •4A 6 R, IIullI . In order to 
work with elements of Jq , the next result is useful. 
PROPOSITION A20 Let a. ti /a/ be the polar decomposition of 6t 6 A 
( where It E fl). If 	EC(CC'IoJ)) and j (0) = 0 then uJ('iai) 6 f1. 
PROOF Since 2C (o)O U 	can be approximated arbitrarily 
closely by linear combinations of 	.tfo.I 	, ti =1, 
But (,L(aI 	oi&( 	6 A 
(f 	t, 
The identity O = (A Ia! I of 2 shows that any element of a ( not 
necessarily unital ) Calgebra Iq can be written as a product of two 
elements of 	• From this we deduce that the relation " is an ideal in " 
is transitive for C*algebras. This is not true for arbitrary rings. 
The next result has been proved by L:ernann [2,theorem I7.21. 
T0R A21 Letbe a C*algebra , 	a maximal abelian subal5cbra 
of 41 . If 	is finite dimensional , then so is fl ; dim 	(aim B) 
Akemann attributes this result to Ogasawara [33] , although the 
latter makes the stronger assumption that every maximal abelian 
*subalgebra of q is finite dimensional. Akemann also implicitly 
assumes the following result. We consider it prudent to give a proof. 
LEJA A22 Let 	be any Calgebra , 	a maximal abelian *subalgebra 
If 13 is unital , then so is 
PROOF Let e be the unit 'of 	. It suffices to show that 	is a 
right identity for 
Given 	,let _y be the self-adjoint element (i-4 	(i) 
Then 9'ThJ _-foj, so 	commutes with 	. By madmality ,fER. 
This implies that 	• Hence ll—x-Q_II—/(±JI( = 0 •// 
A projection in a Calgebra is any element which is self-acl.joint 
and idempotent. A projection F is non-trivial if 7) [0)  1 . It 
follows from the spectral theorem that every von Neumann algebra is 
the closed linear span of its projections. 
PROPOSITION A23 t44,proposition 1.10.51 Let R be a V/*algebra , ZT 
a weak closed ideal in fl . Then IIT- IIf' for some central 
projection 7) A 
If q is a C°algebra , B any subalgebra , then 	wifl 
	
denote the coinnutant of E, 71xEfl: 9cj9x for all y 6 	• If 
is a von Neumann algebra , then Ef is a von Neumann subalgebra. 
A21. Ti-iE DOUBLE COI.fl1UTA1'T TKEOR [44,theorem 1.20.3] Let iq be a 
von Neumann subalgebra of 	(f-/) containing the identity operator. 
Then :i - i1 
A von Neumann algebra A is said to be properly infinite if there 
is a sequence (va ) C Q such that 	 j and 	 = I 
( the series being convergent in the weak operator torology ). If I-I 
is any infinite dimensional Hubert space , then N = E) Hn , where 
each subspace f-/a is isometric to f-I . it follows that 1(H) is 
properly infinite. Clearly a properly infinite von Neumann algebra 
cannot be abelian. 
It is customary to classify von Neumann algebras into three 
mutually exclusive , but not exhaustive , types. These are known 
picturesquely as types I, II and III. Their definitions need not bother 
us [12,pp.380-331]. We require only the following results. 
PROPOSITION A25 [12,p.380] Let 	be a von Neumann algebra. Then 
there are unique central projections Tx such that fl 	is type o< , 
and 0= !Ip' 	Rpm . 
PROPOSITION A26 [12,p.382] Any type I von Neumann algebra may be 
identified with 	C ()( , (4)) for suitable compact Hausdorff 
spaces X and Hilbert spaces 
A factor is a von Neumann algebra whose centre is just CI . it 
follows that any factor must be type I or II or III. As a special 
case of A26 , we see that any type I factor is isomorphic to-R(H) 
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SYMBOL LIST 
/ ,E... 	Banach algebras 
the bounded linear operators from L to F 
the closed ball with centre 	, radius 
C()0 continuous functions on the compact Hausdorff space X 
Co (X) functions in C(x') vanishing at a specified point 
( q cC: f2_ A I 
, F.... Banach spaces 
the closed unit balls of 	£
Elm 
	, 
the quotient of 	by M 
I-I a Hubert space 
family of closed, bounded, convex, non—empty subsets 
1 the identity operator 
a subspace of 17 	( sometimes an ideal ) 
the compact linear operators from F to F 
K() 
L() space of integrable functions 
closed subspaces of 	, 
0 
the polar of 	M 
L 
fYi the metric complement of 	A"! 
Ma OK) B (4(i) 
set valued metric projection 
77 
S /.. 	sets 
the closure of S 
the comrnutant of 
[:ST} 
X,Y -.. 	topological spaces, usually compact 
Z () 	the set of Chebyshev centres 
Z, (.) 	the set of restricted Chebyshev centres 
co 	 convex hull 
dim 	 Hamel dimension 
ext 	 set of extreme points 
Her 	 set of self- adjoint elements 
mt 	 interior 
ker 	 kernel , preimage of 0 
re 	 real part 
sp 	 linear span 
elements of jq.,, 
dH 	 the Hausdorff metric 
the distance from x to S 
functions (in r,c() ,L,() .... ) 
A 
, f 	images of 9c,f ... under the canonical embeddings 
the Chebyshev radius 
(•) 	the restricted Chebyshev radius 
the complex numbers 
K the scalar field, F or C 
I/V the natural numbers 
if? the real numbers 
+ 
the ( strictly ) positive real numbers 
the circle group 
measure of non-compactness 
the Kronecker delta 
the closed unit disc , ID(c, 1) 
elements of 	f-I 
elements of 11< 
* 
the complex conjugate of 
spectrum 
a measure 





the canonical embedding into the second dual 
converges to 
converges from 
converges in the weak topology 
W IK 
converges in the weak' topology 
N 
